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The Science Of Myth 

The Myth Of Science 

I had a dream that I was lrawed on a tour bus_ wending its way 
at breakneck speed through some mountains that had been recently 
clearcut. 

My fellow passengers were all city slickers with little or no 
knowledge of logging practices, and the tour guide, a local yokeL w115 
talcing advantage of the situation to deliver some timber industry 
propaganda. He had everyone in stitches with his jokes about spotted 
owl barbecues and guitar bonfires (the guitar, a favorite tool of Earth 
First! activists like Darryl Cherney, had become a new bete noire for 
anti-environmentalists). 

"There are plenty of trees," he kept saying, although there wasn't 
a single one in sight "There are more lrees today than there ever were 
before." 

As I woke up, I realized that those were the words I had fallen 
asleep to. The radio had been tuned to one of those call-in shows and 
a lady from Washington state was expr=ing her outrage at diese 
"environmentalist nuts" who were interfering with her right to cut 
down what's left of the Pacific Northwest's forests. 

"Mother Nature will take care ofit," she kept saying. "The 1rees 
grow back faster than we can cut them." I ' d 
heard all this before, which is probably why I fell asleep. The next 
morning, the Santa Rosa Press-DemocraJ described how three 
"experts" from UC Berkeley's Forestry Department lµd proved dial 
a) there were more lrees than ever in Mendocino County and b) that
c�nt rates o� logging could be sustained for another 120 years 
without damagmg the county's timber base. 

Researchers Jeff Romm, Larry Davis, and Robert Hrubes did 
admit that their conclusions were based on computer projections and 
that they hadn't done any field work (i.e., they hadn't actually gone 
out and looked at any trees): Nonetheless their report was presented 
� auth?£itative fact, and of course immediately seizro upon by the 
bmber mdustry as vindication of its policies. 

That same morning, we were in the middle of a freak thunder
storm. Lightning was flashing and the rain was pouring down. 
Meanwhile the radio weatherman was saying that it was a bright 
sunny day and that we could expect the beautiful weather to continue. 
A few ?Ji.en calls from_ incredulous listeners later, the guy was forced
to admit he was reportmg from charts and computer projections. It 
hadn't occurred to him to look out the window. 

The case of the errant weatherman is basically good for a laugh, 
unless of course you were planning a picnic or putting a new roof on 
your house that day. It evokes the popular image of the absent-minded 
professor so wraPJE(I up in his techniques and data that he becomes 
oblivious to reality. 

The UC Forestry group's use of computers to ''prove" something 
so obvio_usly false is not so funny. The congressmen and legislators 
who decide on how much of our forest lands get handed over to private 
industry have neither the inclination nor the expertise to examine the 
forests themselves, so they rely on allegedly objective scientific data. 
When scientists from an institution as respected as the Universiry of 

California put their imprimatur on something, it carries real weight. 
When R�mm, Dav� and Hlubes signed their names to that prepos
terous· piec.e of fichon, they were also signing the death warrant for 
millions of 1rees - possibly for an entire ecosystem. 
. The important question is how and why such presumably intel

ligent men �iuld re�h such a patently false conclusion. Is it possible 
that tliree highly skilled researchers, armed with the best modem 
technology, could come up with such nonsense? 

Yes, it's possible. From the cavernous bowels beneath Evans 
Hall, where sunlight rever penetrates and the only illumination is that 
of the perpetual cathode rays of a thousand unblinking computers one 
can prove anything. Whole forests, whole planets, for that matter' can 
be simulated and made to behave any way the researcher ch� to 
make them behave. 

�ether it's likely is another matter. The clueless computer 
dweeb 1s a _popular S':e£eotype, one with some basis in reality. But
when truly 1m�rtant issues are .at stake, the failure to make a reality 
check .by,. as Jl _were, looking out the window, is more than just 
bumbling meffic1ency. It m effect amounts to criminal negligence. 

The most l]allowed myth of science is that it is unbiased and 
objective. But the notion of scientific objectivity was rendered 
obsolete before the twentieth was too far gone. It's time that scientists 
and those who depend on scientists - in other words all of us - deal 
with that The discoveries of Einstein and Heisenberg' made it obvious 
li1at science's attempts to apprehend reality differ only in technique 
from those of art. What is discovered is always framed in the expec
tations and aims of the discoverer. 
. I hope that doesn't sound too complex, because it's not. Imagine
if one reporter goes to a political demonstration convinced that police 
are brutal agents of repression while another reporter goes to the 
demonslration believing that police are. the guardians of democracy 
ai� the demonstr'.11°rs �e dangerous terrorists. The stories they file 
will almost certamly differ drastically. 

It's the same in science. If someone wants to find trees growing 
everywhere, he can do it They made be only two inches high, and they 
may keel over and die tomorrow from drought and lack of topsoil, but 
at this point in time, there are trees, thousands upon thousands of them. 
If the researcher ignores the fact that they' I] all be dead tomorrow and 
instead does a computer projection of how big today's seedlings could 

be in twenty years if tbey survive, then voila, you've got a certified, 
computerized, scientific re(X)rt proving there are enough lrees to last 
forever. 

Someone .else could make a different computer projection, one 
that t�k into account topsoil depletion, declining rainfal� and global 
wamung, and prove that the north coast will be a desert by the end of 
ti� �1st century. Such a projection would have equal - in my 
opuuon, greater - validiry, but still, we've got two diametrically 
opposed opinions. Which one t!) believe? Most people would pick 
the former, unfortunately, because the latter one doesn't exist - at 
least not to my knowledge. 
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Why is that? Well, complex computer models are a very 
expensive business. 1bere are many of us who would like to prove 
that the forests are being devastated so that something might be done 
about it while (il) there is still time. But most of us don't have the 
millions of dollars to finance such a study. Tiiose, on the other hand, 
who have a vested interest in proving that current rates of logging can 
go on indefinitely have many millions of dollars to invest in scientific 
research that backs up that claim. 

Still, why should people believe an elaborate but esoteric com
puter projection when they can go out for themselves and see what's 
being done to the forest? Perhaps it's the same psychology that makes 
them take something they see on TV more seriously than what they 
can experience with their own senses. But it's also a result of the near
mystical aura that has enveloped science since the dawn of the indus
trial revolution. 

After all, people have been theorizing about utopias since the 
dawn of time, but science has at times appeared on the verge of 
producing one. It was applied religion that gave us pie, oot in the sky, 
but here and now. 

Nuclear war, greenhouse wanning, global pollution and ever 
more terrifying systems of opptession have by now put the lie to the 
myth of beneficent and omnipotent science, but dreams die hard Just 
as religion imagines that God will someday rescue us from our self
imposed inferno, science waits upon ever more advanced forms of 
technology to effect our salvation. 

And just as charlatans appear when religion fails to meet its 
promise, so too do "experts" emerge in science. The expert exists oot 
to discover the truth, but to shape it. He is the spin doctor, the faith 
healer, the seller of indulgences. 

People do not lilre to see that their forests have vanished, their 
rivers vanished, their oceans poisoned. their atmosphere so damaged 
· that even the sun itself has become an enemy to be guarded against.
They like even less the possibility that they may have traded their
planetary birthright for an existence that provides luxury for a few, but
for most is mean and meager.

It comforts them, at least a little, for an avuncular man in a white
lahoratory coat to assure them that things are not nearly as bad as they
appear, and that even now science is working on the solution to these.
problems. The forests will grow back; they always have before,
haven't they? The rivers will run again, when the rains come, and if
the rains don't come, giant machines can make excavations to funnel
water frbm the polar ice caps to the California desert. Giant mirrors
in space will produce twenty-four hours a day of soolight and put an
end to. crime. The carcinogenic chemicals we breathe and eat and
drink are a small price to pay for technological Jl'OgreBS and the
prosperity it is sure to bring.

But what if these calculations are somehow mistaken? What if
species are going extinct at the fastest rate in history because our
bungling and tin.ming has finally overwhelmed the earth's ecosys•
tern to a point where it is oo longer able to suppart many fonns of life,
including, perhaps, us? Well, don't wony, because even as we speak,
science is working on solutions to those problems as well.

It's easy to point fmgers at the high priests of the laboralories, to 
accuse them of being com:ipt. venal, for sale to the highest bidder. In 
many cases, in fact, that is exactly lrue. I think, in particular, of a case 
I uncovered in the course of doing research on the relationship 
between climate change and deforestation on the oorth coast of 
California. 

I ran across a study entitled "Contributions of the Pulp Industry 
to Humboldt County" by two Humboldt State University professors 
named John Grobey and Theodore Rupprecht. I was intrigued at what 
might be contained in such a study, since I was under the impression 
that some of the pulp industry's principal contributions were toxic 
emissions that violate all state and federal standards, a cancer rate that 
is among the lughest in America, and wholesale conuption of the, 
social and political climate. 

But all I found was a list of how much the pulp mills paid in 
salaries and taxes and a recounting of how they had helped finance the 
county's new water system. 1be conclusion: the pulp mills made a 
great contribution to Humboldt County, and it would be a serious loss 
if they were to leave. 

I'm not a trained economist, but something seemed a little 
suspect here. How can you only coW1t income, and disregard 
expenses? Where was the cost to the county's taxpayers of providing 
roads and utilities and services to the pulp mills? Where were the 
increased medical costs due to air and water pollution? The cost of the 
unemployment claims that must be paid to fishermen put out of work? 
The costs to tourist-oriented businesses who can never hope to attract 
substantial numbers of customers as long as their city smells like one 
of the sulphurous inner circles of hell? 

I found it difficult to believe two PhD.-toting professors at a 
major state university could have written such a piece of drivel. A 
college freshman would be embarra.,sed to hand in such a piece of 
tripe, and rightfully so, for it would be lucky to garner a 0-. What was 
going on here? 

I found the answer in small, very small print: The "study" had 
been wholly paid for by Louisiana-Pacific and Simpson Timber. No 
doubt by now it has been quoted many times as evidence of what good 
corpqrate citizens the pulp mills are. I haven't ever heard it seriously 
questioned. even though a couple careful readings of the Grobey
Rupprecht report led me to a quite different conclusion: that the pulp • 
mills cost the people of Humboldt eo·unty far more than they contrib
ute, and that any reputable economist or statistician or forester or 
public policy planner could see that with his eyes closed. 

But it's easy to see what's going on here: money is changing 
hands and Jl'Ofessional credentials are up for. sale. Most likely 
something similar is at work in the UC Berkeley Forestry Department; 
I notice that Jeff Romm was a featured speaker at last week's timber 
industry conference at Mendocino College. Anyone who's attended 
one of tbese events knows that they're not thoughtful conclaves of 
disinterested observers, but rather cheerleading sessions for straight
al1ead deforestation. Environmentalists, even the mildest sort, are not 
welcome. 

But scientists for sale are not the only problem. Every profession 
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has its hueks� and shysiers, and there's no reason that science 
should be immune. Yet far greater damage may be done by the blink
ered hubris of scientists who view the world as nothing more than an 
extended laboratory. 

Listen to University of California forestty professor Dennis 
Teeguarden, for example. When a..ked his opinion on the Reagan 
administration abandonment of sustained yield policies in favor of 
greatly increased logging on public lands, Teeguarden ignored what 
any person with a fundamental grasp of arithmetic could see: that if 
tre:es are cut faster than new ones can grow, eventually there won't be 
ruty trees. 

Instead he called sustained yield an "article of faith" that "we 
don't rely on ... in any other sector of the economy" and enthused that 
excessive timber harvest levels were an "opportunity to experiment" 

And indeed it is, but what kind of experiment are we conducting 
here'] The scientific method requires that we construct a null hypothe
sis, e.g.: "We can cut down trees two times faster than their rate of 
growth without doing permanent harm to the forest eoosystem" and 
then attempt to disprove it by testing. If it appears to be a sound hy
pothesis, then we can try "We can cut down trees three times faster 
thWt their rate of growth ... " etc. Eventually the hypothesis will be 
disproven. Unfortunately, the knowledge gained will come a little 
late, because by that time the forest will be on its way to extinction. 

Regrettable, perhaps, but at least· Professor Teeguarden will have 
some interesting findings to publish in his next article. 

What Heisenberg taught us is that we can't· apprehend reality 
without interacting with it All of us, scientists, philosophers, artists 
- and the distinction becomes steadily more blwred - are like
blindfolded children playing dodgem cars with the truth. We can't
locate it without crashing into it, and once the impact has happened,
neither we nor the truth are any longer in the same positions.

There are those who misunderstand this principle and take it to 
mean that we can't know anything for certain. In an absolute sense 
that's true (but then, as has just been shown, there are no absolutes). 
Trouble starts when someone infers that since knowledge is only 
relative, what we do ultimately doesn't matter either. Such a philoso
phy might work well for swrealists and poets, but in the hands of those 
with the power to manipulate whole ecosystems, it is a recipe for 
disaster. 

If we insist on learning the truth by crashing headlong into it at 
great velocity, little is learned and much damage is done. Integrating 
science into the real world requires that we make judicious choices 
about what constitutes an experiment and what constitutes dangerous 
tampering with the mechanisms that make life itself possible. Yes, we 
must sometimes take chances to increase our store of knowledge, but 
not at the price of endangering our continued existence. 

The Third (and '"1 nanK1u11y LasiJ 111�w.11111ent of 

Professor Livermore's 

Economics Made S · 
A1I right, I did promise to keep this simple. Let's go back to that 

small village where our economics lesson started. The village only 
produces one thing of real value, com, and one guy's somehow 
managed to get control of it all, which means everyone else has to 
worlc for him. 

The other villagers aren't a demanding lot. As long as they've 
got enough to eat and a roof over their heads, they don't complain. But 
suppose the village head honcho decides he needs a new castle, and 
in order to pay for it, he cuts everybody's ration of com in half. Tile 
people start grumbling, so he hires some guards for his castle, but in 
order to pay them, he ha.. to cut the villagers' rations some more. 

By this time, the big cheese notices that not very many people are 
coming to shop in his store. So he lays off half his employees, and tells 
the others they'll have to take a pay cut. "It's a depression, you know. 
People just aren't buying anything." Of course the people who just got 
laid off wonYbe buying much either, nor will tl1e ones who just had 
their pay cut. 

About now, the unemployed villagers and the ones who don't 
have enough to eat come to see the boss and say, "How about some 
help'] We don't even have enough to feed our children." 

But he says, "How can I do that'l Times are hard. There's just 
not enough com to go around. In fact the govenunent's running out 
ef com, too, so I'm going to have to raise all your taxes." 

"But how we will live'] Couldn't you spend a little less on your 
new castle and let us have some food instead?" 

"Why, you can't expect the government to take care of everyone. 
If we gave food to anyone who wanted it, no one would ever work. I'm 
sure if you people look around, you can find jobs. You shouldn't be 
so picky." 

At which point the villagers cooked and ate him, and lived 
happily ever after. 

That's the fairy tale ending, but in real life a more likely outcome 
· would be that the boss would tell the villagers that the reason they

were poor was that those smelly people.over in the next valley had
taken their jobs, and that the solution-was to march over there and kill
them all. The villagers would cheer, and volunteer to.give up tl1e rest
of their com so the government could buy weapons. Half of them

would get killed in the war, 5'! for a while there would be plenty of com 
to go around. Until, of course, the big boss needed another new wing 
on his castle ... 

We left off last issue by comparing the collapsing US economy 
to that of the Soviet Union. Since then what's left of the Soviet 
economy has disintegrated even faster tlian the astute prognosticators 
here at tl1e Lookout could have envisioned. 

It's worth asking whetl1er what's going on in the Soviet Union 
(massive unemployment, desperate food shortages, endemic corrup
tion, the tlueat of civil war) could possibly befall us here in good old 
America The answer is a distinct yes, with tl1e difference being tl1at 
we still have a somewhat greater chance to alter our fate. 

"We become what we hate," is how Chicago philosopher and 
social commentator Ben Foster puts it, but tl1ere is more than mutual 
hate linking our economic and rx>litical destiny to that of the Soviet 
Union. For much of tl1e twentietl1 century, nearly every decision 
taken, every policy implemented at tl1e national level has been 
affected to some extent by the perceived need to crush Soviet 
Bolshevism and all its works. 

The United States proved victorious in that goal, but at a terrible, 
perhaps fatal cost By keeping our economy on a wartime footing for 
tile past fifty yean., we forced tile Russians to spend themselves into 
bankruptcy, but we're not that far from the poorhouse ourselves. As 
a society we've been living off our savings; now tl1e bank is (literally) 
in danger of going bust. 

When I say "bank" in tl1e singular, I mean it that way. Although 
every other street comer and mini-mall in America houses some 
branch of a bank or savings and loan, tl1ere is really only one bank, and 
it's wholly owned ai1d operated by tile US government The host of 
bank failures in recent years would have been disastrous if tl1e deposi
tors hadn't been bailed out by tl1e Federal Deposit Insurance Corpo
ration, which ii essentially just a device for transferring money from 
banks which still have some to tl10se that have run out Anyone 
vaguely familiar with tl1e banking situation in America today knows 
tliat tl1ere's there's no longer nearly enough money to go around. 

In order to keep the banks, and by extension, the government 
(who's going to listen to a government with no money to pay its rx>lice 
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and soldiers?), from collapsing completely, American taxpayers will 
have to make up the difference. Depending on who you listen to, that 
bill has already added up to anywhere from $100 to $500 billion. 
Bigger ones are yet to come. 

But where did the 

has. to do the work. Not just an occasional luckless or clueless janitor 
or burger flipper, but millions of farmers, factory hands, miners, truck 
drivers, street sweepers, etc., need to combine their efforts to create 
one multi-billion dollar fortune. 

But because 
money go? How can hun-TNII ................ we1L•dreds of billions of dollars m - by TOM TOMORROW

working people are con
stantly portrayed as, at best, 
good-natured imbeciles 
there to be exploited, the 
average factory worker or 
service employee thinks of 
him/herself, at least sub-
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and invited suitably con
nected businessman to walk 
in and help themselves. 

That's me'ant meta
phorically, of course; as was 
explained in a previous in
stallment, the preponder
ance of wealth housed in 
banks is electronically gen
erated and transferred; in 
other words, a few keystrokes on a computer, and iresto, another 
multi-billionaire. Don't laugh; during the 1980s over a thousand new 
people became billionaires. A great victory for American capitalism, 
or a massive transfer of wealth from the working and middle classes? 
You decide. 

Bear in mind, however, that wealth, like energy, is neither 
created nor destroyed, only transformed. The trillion or two dollars 
of "new" wealth that accrued to the balance sheets of America's 
mega-rich didn't appear .out of thin air; it had to come from some
where. That "somewhere" isn't always easy to pinpoint, but you can 
start by adding up the extra quarter tacked on the price of a loaf of 
bread, the fifty cents added to bus fares, the one and a quarter per cent 
increase in California's sales tax, the _eleven per cent interest rate on 
home loans. Then factor in pay raises that don't keep up with 
inflation, reduced health care benefits and soaring insurance rates, the 
phasing out of good-paying, secure jobs in favor of minimum-wage 
temporary ones. Throw in millions of acres of clearcut forests, 
massively overcharged and utterly useless military spending, and tons 
of government-subsidized coc;iine. 

If you were to do !I thorough job of the foregoing arithmetic, 
you'd never reach the end of the equation. Luckily we now have 
computers that are able to handle the busy work for us, and what they 
tell us is that lower and middle class people - the ones who actually 
work for a living - have been losing ground ever since the early 
1970s. But because here in America we're devout believers that 
anyone who works hard. and invests wisely can become a millionaire 
Gust as she can become president), we tend to blame ourselves when 
we see that no matter how hard we work, we keep falling farther 
behind. 

The media are filled with images of those who have done nothing 
but hook up with the right racket and now can sit back on their yachts 
while the megabucks roll in. In another time and place, they might be 
condemned as parasites, but here they're role models. Logic tells us, 
however, that not everyone can live off the work of others. Somebody 

- consciously, as inferior. S/
he is willing to let the boss, 
or the head of the corpora
tion, or the President make 
the important decisions, 
because those peoP.le must 
know better. Not only are 
they better educated, bet
ter dressed, and reeking of 

'--':;;....,,'--_..;;:,,.__i:Qa..;;..;::..::..1 self-confidence, but they r-=::=-=--:-:-=�-:-:----::---�-----=-,,---, have more money. In the 
Old World, breeding, 
manners and social con

t:j:;:::'.::D:::!::O::::r:::::jjo:::i:!:!:!!:!::!;:!� nections may play a role,
but in America, it's money. 
If you have it, you 're better 
than someone who doesn't. 
Sure, it doesn't make sense, 
but we all, to some extent, 
believe it. 

But enough of 
describing the symptoms; 
it's time to name the dis
ease and prescribe. a cure. 

.,.,,..,,ift.•R�i..�w;..©.;.;;..11., Put as simply as possibl�,
the Amencan economic 

system, in fact, the global economic system, is based on the Jrinciple 
of keeping the majority of people so desperately poor that they will be 
not only willing, but eager to perform any service or suffer any 
indignity just so they can survive. This provides an endless supply of 
cheap labor for the relative handful of people who control the planet's 
wealth. Wars, famine, disease, and oppression are some of the side 
effects .. 

And yet, there aren't really roomfuls of rich white Republicans 
who sit around board tables and idly muse, "Hmmm, irofits are down; 
we'd better starve a few million Africans and install a couple new 
dictators in South America," are there? Probably not, although many 
corporate decisions achieve precisely those effects. But even the 
obscenely wealthy are not inhuman, though it's tempting to believe 
them so. It's worth remembering that they're prone to the same 
misunderstandings about economics that keep the working classes 
laboring in futility. 

In other· words, only a few outright ogres would want to make 
everyone else's lives miserable if they didn't think it necessary to 
preserve their own position. Someone who already owns a billion 
dollars and feels compelled to obtain another billion dollars, even if 
it means throwing hundreds of thousands of people out of work and 
devastating the environment, is clearly suffering from severe mental 
illness, one brought on and aggravated by the prevailing moral climate 
in which greed is seen as normal and generosity scorned as a fatal 
weakness. 

That's not meant as an apology for the ruling class; just to point 
out that many rich people, and many middle class people as · well, 
might change their ways if they could see that it's not necessary for 
others to suffer in order for them to live well. "Living well" doesn't 
mean an unlimited supply of yachts and country estates and private 
jets; at some point private avarice becomes a public injury. It does 
mean that the necessities of life are assured, and that a reasonable 
degree of luxury is at least available. It also means, and this is ilS 
important as the guarantee of material needs, the opportunity to live 

STEP TWO: AFTER ,-tlE MASSWE DEBT P.C· 
CUMUL~TEO lit STtP OIIIE LEADS To AN 11'1 
El/1n.su. EC0NOH\IC OOWllrtlRN, CAU. A 
PRESS CONFERENCE it.NO FlRMLY AND 
P.UTHORl,-P.TIVEL'I' ~EN'/ TIii. OBV1011S! 
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a meaningful life and to do creative worlc of one's own choosing._ 
ls this really a function of economics? Yes, because while a 

sound economic system can not guarantee a meaningful life any more 
than religion or philosophy can, a bad economic· system makes it 
difficult or impossible. Furthennore, and this is a point which has to 
be made even though it will have conventional economists tearing at 
whatever hair they have, it is not possible to separate economics from 
religion, philosophy, or whatever we choose as the sowre of our 
ethical values. An economic system which accepts starvation, wide
spread poverty, or vast numbers of people forced to work at jobs they 
hate is an immoral system, and a fatally flawed one. 

Such a system can only be kept in place by an ever-growing 
network of armies, police, and prisons, as well as a social system of 
schools, factories, and offices operated along similar lines. 1be 
alternative is to stop jealously hoarding a dwindling resource base, 
and to turn our energies to cultivating our true wealth and making sure 
that it is efficiently and fairly distributed. 

Time to define sorrie terms: by true wealth, I refer to the sum total 
of the resources which the earth has placed at our disposal. By fair and 
efficient distribution, I mean that a way must be found to properly 
allocate those resources to their rightful owners. And who are those 
owners? Every single person who lives or will live on this planet. 

On what basis, you ask? Do I mean to say that every single 
person has a rightful share in everything that grows out of or is buried 
under the surface of the earth? In a word, yes. And why? Simply on 

the basis of being born.

Does that seem illogical? How is it less logical than assuming 
that a child who has never performed a useful service or produced a 
useful product should be entitled to fabulous riches because he 
happens to have been born into a rich family? Or accepting that 
another child, of identical merit or lack thereof, should die of starva
tion because she had the bad sense to be born to a mother who could 
not afford to feed her? 

The crucial thing to remember about poverty, unemployment, 
political repression, homelessness, and starvation is that not only are 
they morally reprehensible, they are bad economics. Every individual 
whose potential creativity and productivity is wasted in menial or 
meaningless tasks is an individual who instead could be making 
substantial contributions to the common good. 

Another way of understanding this is in terms of macro and 
micro economics. Macroeconomics looks at the big picture, at the 
whole system. Microeconomics focuses on one part or aspect of it. If 
you study the money coming in and going out of your household or 
company, that's micro. Many economists thing they're going macro 
whm they study the economy of a whole state or country, but they're 
way off. The only true macroeconomics is when you look at the whole 
enchilada, which means the global picture. It's no longer possible to 
make economic decisions that affect only California or America. 
Failing to undezstand that is where many economists go off the rails. 

Nevertheless, demagogic politicians as well as short-sighted 
economists persist in well-worn fictions such as "America must 
compete in the global market place," when in fact it is competitiveness 
that got us into the mess we're in. The reality is that America, and all 
other nations as wel� must cooperale in the global market place. 

Those who urge that we "take care of Americans first" don't even 
have a nodding acquaintance with reality. Yes, we can hog resources 
and throw our weight around with the effect that millions of Mexicans 
are left in desperate poverty (provided we can sufficiently deaden our 
consciences). In the short term that might seem to make good 
economic sense because it keeps wages high here in the US and 
provides US corporations with a large pool of cheap labor in Mexico. 

The results, as we've seen, are that Mexicans come floodii1P into 
the US because it's the only place they can earn enough to live on. Or, 
as more recently, US corporations relocate to Mexico because they 
they can pay employees there only about a tenth of what they'd have 
to pay here in the US, and be free of health, safety, environmenta� and 
labor Jaws as well. 

Either way we get lower wages. 1be President comes on TV and 
tells us that's good news, because now American corporations will be 
able to increase their profit margins and be.more "competitive." But 
there's a vital ingredient missing in this equation. If people's pay goes 
down, how can they buy the corporation's products? And if not 
enough people buy the products, the corporation has to save money by 

payi�g still lower wa�es, and you can figure it out from here. 1be 
preceding is a pretty good summary of what's happened in recent 
years to, among othei:s, the American automobile industry. 

The alternative, of course, is to see that everyone earns enough 
to purchase the basic necessities of life. This is not some kind of 
charitable giveaway, but a sound investment When people have 
money, they spend it, and when they spend money, it creates jobs. 
This may seem fairly elementary, and in fact it is. It's the far more 
humane and logical inverse of the so-<:alled "triclcle-down" econom
ics favored by Reagan and Bush. 

The guiding principle of that benighted theory is that money is 
more productive in the hands of the wealthy because they. have the 
ability to create large corporations and factories, and that once such 
institutions have been created, poorer people will benefit from the 
new jobs that are created (provided of course that they haven't starved 
to death in the meantime.) 

"Trickle-up" economics creates jobs and stimulate develqpment 
far more democratically. Power would be less likely to become 

, concentrated in the hands of a few, and because people's survival was 
already assured, they would not be put in the position of having to 
accept dangerous, destructive or inadequately compensated jobs. 

But,, you say, if people had a guaranteed income, nobody would 
ever work. Seems plausible, except that it goes directly against human 
nature. If Harry Merlo is not satisfied with a measly $20 million a 
year, what makes you think Joe Sixpack will settle for twelve or 
fifteen thousand? 

But even if he does, so what? What if he plops down in front of 
his TV set and never gets up again? Aren't we still better off than if 
he were out turning forests into sawdust or lakes into toxic dumps? 

For those of you still not convinced, let's look at this in the 
coldest, most calculating terms. Let's pretend people have no feel
ings, in fact are not really human at all, but merely machines to be 
exploited as efficiently as possible. Even on that basis, economics as 
it's currently practiced is idiotic and horrendously wasteful. 

For starters, the human machine takes anywhere from 12 to more 
than 20 years to reach full operating status, particularly if we want it 
to be capable of performing the complex tasks demanded by today's 
technology. By the time that machine is ready, it will have consumed 
at least (assuming it's an American model) $100,000 worth of 
resources. 

All right, you're a businessman. You just spent 20 years and 100 
grand developing a robot that's capable of doing anything a human 
can, from designing computer software to teaching university classes 
to building highways and bridges and rocket ships. So what do you 
do with this marvelous creature? How about sending it out onto the 
streets of Berkeley to spend day after day picking up discarded soft 
drink cans? 

But that's ridiculous, you say. Most of the street people don't 
have the education or ability to do anything else. Which might be true, 
because you skimped on their development and only spent $50,000 
before tossing them out. 

If that's still not clear enough, let's look at the waste yet another 
way. Among the millions of people wandering the streets of America 
or squandering their talents on pointless and unchallenging work, of 
the billions who doing the same worldwide, there are almost certainly 
geniuses of every stripe, geniuses who we will never know and whose 
true work will never come 10 fruition because it will never begin. 

Environmentalists often point to the example of the rain forest, 
how plant species tl1at could hold cures for AIDS or other diseases 
might go extinct before we discover their benefits. Recently we've 
seen a vivid example of this in our own back yard, when the Pacific 
yew, a tree considered a "weed" and routinely burned by logging 
crews, turned out to contain a vital anti-cancer drug. 

If this is tru� for plants, how much more so for humans? How 
many Einsteins, Beethovens, Edisons, Platos, or Bells are even now 
digging through dumpsters in search of a meal, or stretched out, 
emaciated and dying, on some drought-stricken African plain? How 
many are trapped in mindless, routine work, going quietly or loudly 
insane, locked in prisons or buried in unmarked graves? 

l11e point that should by now be obvio(!S, in fact should have 
been obvious throughout history, is that basic human decency and 
sound economics are not mutually exclusive. In fact they are one and 
the same. 
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A ymmg friend who grew up in Eureka told me about the first 
time that he remembered the pulp mills shutting down. 

"I was feeling really lightheaded; I almost thought somebody 
had slipped me some kind of drug. It was a couple days before I 
realized it was because I was breathing clean air." 

Anyone who's spent time downwind from Louisiana-Pacific 
and Simpson's twin horrors knows he's not eX/!Uerating. Long-time 
Eurekans get used to the sickening stink; and most of them accept it 
becaure they've been told tha1 it's necessary to the economy. The city 
and county governments are both owned and operated by the timber 
corporations, so nantrally nothing is ever done to protect the citizenry, 
or even to infonn them that they're being systematically poisoned. 

'There does seem to be a lot of cancer around here," said one 
woman who lives on Humboldt Hil� which juts directly into the path 
most often taken by the pulp fwne.s. She's right; the Eureka area has 
one of the highest cancer rates in California, possibly in the entire 
United States. Besides the pulp mills, there is no other major source 
of pollulion in Humboldt County. You add it up. 

Oh, what I started out to say was that I recently had the plea,;ure 
of spending a couple days in Eureka when the mills were shut down. 
What a joy it is to not have to try and avoid breathing. 

Also overheard in E-town: Someone mentioned that he was 
hoping to get a job at the Eureka Recycling Center. His friend shot 
back: "I thought the only recycling they did in Eureka was turning 
hippies into pulp down at the IT!ill." 

The pot harvest is in, and from all indications, it's. the best in 
years. Growers seem to have finally made the adjustments made 

· necessary by CAMP, COMMET, and other various paramilitary
operations.

Prices, tho.ugh, continue to escalate, with reports rife of city 
slickers toting suitcases of $100 bills offering formers as much a�
$500J a pmmd for their produce. Despite official attempts to ignore
the marijuana economy (one Mendocino County agricultural com
missioner who was honest enough to list the devil weed as the 
county's most valuable cash crop was nearly run out of town on a rail),
it's clear that dope growing is a vital, perhaps the most vital, industiy
on the North Coast.

And while nobody's denying that marijuana cultivation has
some negative impacts on the environment (e.g., careless or irrcspon~
sible growen, who use chemical fertilizers or pesticides), they're
minuscule compared to those routinely tolerated in the forest products
industry. The two Eureka pulp mills, for example, have turned an
potentially beautiful community into a smelly, polluted cancer ward.
In exchange for what? HSU professor John Grobey, a hired shill for
the pulp mills, attests that the cal'lcer factories contribute $37,0CX),(O)
Hum&;ldt County economy. His highly skewed analysis leaves out
how much the mills cost the county in infrastructure costs, pollution
cleanup, increased medical expenses,and how much of that 37 mil
immediately leaves the county in the pockets of absentee sharehold
ers. 

But just for the sake of argument, let's accept Grobey's ludicrous
figures. About 70,(XX) people live in rural HwnboldL County. If only
one out of ten (probably a low estimate) grows marijuana, with an 
average yield of two [XJUnds (also a low estimate), -you've got a crop 
worth somewhere between $56,((X),((X) at $4COO/lb) and $70,CXXJ,OCX)
(at $50C()tlb). And Harry Merlo doesn't get a dime of it. 

If any of those growers happen to be reading, they might be 
interested in this story, relayed to me by our Sherwood Road corre
spondent: 

"I was digging out a ditch by the side of the road when a neighbor 
drove by. He stopped to chat, and mentioned that he was driving a 
couple pounds of Mendo greenbud down to meet one of those big city 
buyers. 

"I asked him if he wasn't nervous about transporting such 
contraband, especially now with that Supreme Court decision that lets 
police search cars without warrants, and now that the sheriff's 
deputies are using dogs to sniff out pot during routine traffic stops. 

"Nope, he said, he wasn't worried about any dogs. With that he 
whipped out an aerosol can of Dog-B-Gone or something like that 'I 
just soak my car. with this. Dogs won't come near it.' He commenced 
to give me a demonstration, spraying until the stuff was literally 
dripping off the fenders. · At this point, my dog, who'd' been lolling 
about nearby, strolled over and started lapping up the Dog-B-Gone 
like it was curdled �. 

"I don't know if this says more about Dog-B-Gone or about the 
mental state of my dog, but a word to the wise ... " 

Ecotopia Swnmer, the sequel to Redwood Summer came and 
went with linle notice being taken outside the Emerald Triangle. As 
Judi Bari asked in the Anderson Valley Advertiser, "If an Earth First! 
demo happens in the forest and nobody writes about it, does it really 
exist?" 

That question goes to the heart of one of the biggest problems 
faced by defenders of the forest Rob Anderson put it succinctly: "If 
you live by the media, you can die by the media - or the lack of media, 

in this case." Bari concludes - a case of whistling past the graveyard, 
I'm afraid - that the media had ignored this year's demos because 
"the corporadoes have concluded that our message is too powerful to 
publicize without jeopardizing their pr ivilege." 

Yet we've seen time and again that the media are motivated not 
so much by the need to protect corporate privilege as by the need to 
attract viewers and sell advertising time. CBS would disembowel 
Dan Ratlier live on the 6 o'clock news if they could be sure the 
increase in ratings would offset the cost and aggravation of breaking 
in a new anchorman. It's the nature of capitalism. 

While it's true the network honchos might own some Maxxam 
stock or play golf with Harry Merlo, they'd haul the cameras back into 
the north coast instantly if they thought they could gel sorrie good 
footage out of it In other words, if Earth First! were doing anything 
to seriously disrupt the ongoing deforestation of the North Coast (the 
entire Pacific Northwest, actually), we'd be hearing plenty about it. If 
you doubt that, witness the plethora of stories. about the S[Xltted owl 
reslrictions, which have to date only slightly cramped big timber's 
style. 

Let's not delude ourselves: the international media. flocked to the 
Emerald Triangle for Redwood Summer I because they hoped to see 
blood and guts. The brutal attempt on the lives of Judi Bari and Darryl 
Cherney only whetted their appetites. The media wanted riots in the 
redwoods, not because they're inherently bloodthirsty or corrupt 
(though they may well be), but because that's what makes for good 
ratings. You doubt that, check out your nightly prime time schedule. 

So if you hope to conduct a revolution with the media as your 
tl1eater of battle, your first need is to hold their interest You 're up 
against the same constraint� faced by LA sitcom writers: the fickle 
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attention span of the public. For all its noble intent, Redwood Swnmer 
II got canceled for low ratings. 

Isn't there something fundamentally wrong about being depend
ent on the corporate media to tell your anti-coipOrate story? Yes and 
no. Redwood Summer activists, largely schooled in the radicalism of 
the 1960s, often forget that what worked in the streets of major urban 
centers back then may have little or no effect in the backwoods and 
byways of a far-flung, sparsely populated rural region. 

A major confrontation -,- be it a bloclcade, lree sit, or merely. an 
informational picket - can. talce place at a remote logging site while 
99% of the North Coast's population goes about its busine!!S blithely 
unaware of it That's precisely why media coverage has become so 
important, and why without it, a demonslration often might as well 
have not even happened. 

•When Vietnam-era protestors, whether through disruptive ac
tion or sheer force of numbers, shut down college campuses or 
sections of a major city, the medi,a couldn't ignore it. 1bey wouldn't 
anyway; the spectacle of . white, middle-class kids rejecting every
thing that was allegedly wonderful about American. society, or of 
black inner city residents deslroying their entire nejghborhoods in an 
apocalyptic upwelling of rage was too compelling, and made for great 
television. 

But what is .the media to make of fifty or a hUhdted 60s refugees 
d!:,ing a face-to-face with a similar number, of pissed-off rednecks? It 
might merit a minute or two on the evening news, but if essentially the 
same story happens again and again, it won't everi get that That's not 
tQ belittle the courage and determination of those hardy souls who tum 
out for every tree-sit or blockade or picket; just to point out that in the 
major metropolitan � where public opinion and public policy are 
formed, their efforts are noticed by very few, and-affect even fewer. 

One solution might be to carry the actiort � the cities, to confront 
the coipOrations who are den�g the fi9rtl! coast and the government 
agencies who are letting them get away with it But this has been tried 
to some extent, and .in most cases the bodies just haven't been there. 
A recent anti-Georgia-Pacific demonstration at the University of 
California at · Berkeley drew about. five disinterested onlookers. 

Another tactic should be to dramatically inc;rease the visibility of 
actions wherever they might take place. For that to happen, though, 
it's necessary to build a much broader coalition than has yet emerged. 
It's. my impression, and one confirmed by a number of disillusioned 

· volunteers, that Redwood Summer leaders were too concerned with
ideological purity and their own notions of how a protest movement
l!hould be run to r�h much outside their own relatively limited
circles.

· "Redwoodstock, that just about says it all, doesn't it''?" com
plajned one young woman who traveled acros.s the countty to join the
1990 protests. ''They're still trying to rehash the 60s."

She was referring to the folk-and-reggae concert that wound up
last year's activities, and she made a good point Today's young
activists don't listen to the same music their parents did, yet nobody
ever made any attempt to enlist bands from outside the narrow
spectrum acceptable to 30 and 40-something hippies.. There are many
new bands, some with huge followings, who are passionately com
mitted to awironmental causes. I don't point this out because I think
a movement should live or die based on which musicians it's recruited
to its side, but because I think it illustrates how out of touch many older
environmentalists are with the young people they so desperately need
to connect with if this movement is to be anything other than an
ineffectual exercise in nostalgia.

On the other hand,. I recently heard that the Grateful Dead, a band
whose appeal cuts across several generations, offered to play at the
first Redwood Summer and were turned down. .If that really hap
pened, I find it absolutely incredible. I'm personally no big fan of the
Dead, but that's not the point Nor is it important that many of the
people who'd come to a Grateful Dead show are barely if at all aware
of environmental issues. What's important is that they'd be there, that
they'd almost certainly learn somethi�g. and that their presence in
huge numbers - a Redwood Swnmer demo capped off with an 

appearance by the Dead could easily draw 50,CXX) people - would 
bring the kind of national and intemation.al attention that we vitally 
need. And it wouldn't hurt if the IO,CXX) or so most committed 
members of the audience celebrated the occasion by closing down 
Highway IOI for the day. 

Yes, it would probably be better to build a movement in small 
incremental steps, with the emphasis on education and information , 
rather than depending on media spectacles to make our point Unfor
tunately, we don't have that much time. Twenty years from now 
everyone with half a brain will know that it's absolutely insane to 
allow the temperate.forests of California and the Pacific Northwesi to 
become extinct. But that knowledge will come too late for most; my 
own studies have me increasingly convinced that we have a few years 
at best -certainly no longer than the end of the century - to save this 
vital ecosystem. Please, let's put aside petty difference on this one; 
it's a simple matter of survival. 

In the file and forget department, radio division: Garberville's 
long-promised (threatened?) commercial radio station has finally 
taken to the airwaves. KBEY bought up the 50,CXX) watt franchise that 
once belonged to KERG, Garberville's first radio station (it went 
belly�up several years back, leaving a void that was more than filled 
by the tiny but mighty KMUD). 

KBEY at first seemed not quite as awful as I had feared ("'adult' 
rock and roll"? could anything be worse?). But after a couple more 
extended listenings, I've come to think of it as a most reprehensible 
brand of ear pollution. What made me saddest was to think of Michael 
Brennan, KMUD's former music director, •who's now general man
ager at KBEY .. I'm sure the money's much better - Mike wasn't paid 
more than a pittance, ·if .at all, at KMUD. But what a comedown: to 
go from a station whose mono is "To inform, entertain, and inspire" 
to one whose mono might as well be ''To pander, stupefy, and sell." 

So what can one hear on KBEY? Nonstop canned, computer 
programmed DJs beamed at us via satellite from Los Angeles or some 
similar cultural oasis, playing nonstop canned, computer programmed 
music and ads. And what of the music? It's essentially the worst of 
the 1970s, oldies radio for the generation that just missed the 60s. 
Unrelenting mediocrities like Aerosmith, REO Speedwagon, For
eigner, .38 Special, and even overt redneck racists like Lynyrd 
Skynyrd. • l don't know how much they're paying Mike Brennan to 
preside over this assault on the intelligence of an eritire community 
( with 50,CXX) watts to burn, it's more like the entire north state), but 
even if they've made him the richest man in Garberville, it's not 
enough. 

Fortunately, Mike hasn't given up his Good Morning Show on 
KMUD, which he co-hosts with Simon Frech and Bob Biniarz, .which 
has consistently provided some of the best two hours of radio 
programming to be heard anywhere. Not so fortunately, Bruce 
Anderson has discontinued (hopefully only for the time being) his 
weekly appearances. For over a year Bruce's 15-minute diatribes 
were the centerpiece of a scintillating blend of music, local news and 
reviews; and reports from various correspondents. But tl1ere's still 
plenty worth listening to, including, especially, Dan Faulk's "Corpo
rate Crime Report" If you're not already tuning in regularly. you 
should be: Mondays from 7:00 to 9:00 a.m. And drop Bruce a note and 
tell him to get his bun back on the air. 

While on the KMUD beat one of the worst things about not 
being able to $end much time in tl1e Emerald Triangle is not having 
the opportunity to listen to the world's greatest radio station. 

Yeah, I've managed to worm my way into a DJ position at KALX 
in Berkeley, and yes, KALX is great. too, probably the best college 
radio station in America. But it's different; it caters to an audience 
tlmt's relatively homogeneous, and while it presents a variety of 
excellent public affairs programs, its primary emphasis is on cutting 
edge alternative music (well, that's what tl1ey told me to say. anyway). 

KMUD, on tl1e otl1er hand, while it plays a good deal of music 
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that I find barely if at all tolerable, arid often displays even less 
professionalism than the largely student-run KALX, is special be
cause it is the voice of a community, Few if any stations, commercial 
or non-, can lay claim to that distinction; the vast majority of stations 
(or media outlets of any kind) are nothing more than transparent 
targetings of some carefully designed marketing niche. 

This includes most "public" radio stations, who only add an air 
of plausibility to their narcoleptic neo-liberal propagandizing by 
inducing well-intentioned would-be intellectuals to pay for the privi
lege of being softly bludgeoned into a state of awareness roughly akin 
to that of overripe Brie. If you're thinking KZYX and KHSU, yes, 
you've got the idea, although both those stations are gleaming 
bastions of independent thought compared to the horrendous KQED, 
an absolutely insensate mouthpiece (actually, another orifice comes 
to mind as a more appropriate. metaphor) for the most tediously 
bourgeois elements of the ru1ing class. 

(KQED-TV, Channel 9, plumbs still greater depths of inanity 
and irrelevance; even occasional viewers should know that they risk 
brain damage of the type usually associated only with substances like 
crack cocaine or Coors Light) 

North Humboldt County has Jong been a radio wasteland; the 
commercial wavelengths are filled with the ciypto-fascist maunder- · 
ings of KlNS (what can you say about a station where Rush Limbaugh 
is the resident intellectual?), a couple FM channels spewing canned 
rock and counliy-pop, and the only-in-Eureka KFLI ("the FLY," as 
we cognoscenti call it), possibly the world's only station devoted to 
the glorification and perpetuation of full-0n 1970s schlock (you might 
hear Bany Manilow here, bm that's about as raw as it gets). 

Then of course there's KHSU. which with its substantial budget 
and its high-powered iransmitters has the ability to bring high quality 
community radio to mucli of the north state. Unfortunately, it wastes 
most of its broadcast day on canned features and NPR pap. If anyone 
still doubted it, the Gulf War showed how completely National Public 
Radio is, as Bruce Anderson often says, National Government Radio. 
NPR propaganda was only slightly less subtle than that of the 
commercial networks. 

Much of the more interesting programming, especially in the 
r;ealm of music, is consigned to the midnight to 6 a.m. ghetto. What's 
more, KHSU DJs are banned from making any political or social 
commentary, even if they clearly label it as opinion. Station manager 
Parker Van Hecke claims he's only enforcing government policy. 

He's lying, .of course; if opinion weren't allowed on the radio, 
most of the counliy's stations wou1d have to go off the air tomorrow 
(and Rush Limbaugh, Larry King, and the rest of the nation's 
loudmouth talk show hosts would have to get honest jobs). What Van 
Hecke is really worried about is that potential contributors will be 
alienated and the budget for plush office furniture will have to be cut. 

Van Hecke has run roughshod ,over the hundred or so unpaid 
volunteers who've kept KHSU going, but time may be rwming out for 
him. Dissension is brewing among station personnel, and Van Hecke 
doesn't help matters any by rejecting long time KHSU staffers for a 
paid positions, giving them instead to out-of-state cronies. But what's 
really got him sweating is the prospect of real community radio, i.e., 
KMUD moving into the area. 

An anonymous donor gave KMUD $ I 0,CXX) to install a transla
tor in Eureka (another translator on Laytonville's Cahto Mountain has 
already brought the Voice of the Redwoods to northern Mendo;eino 
County). When northern Humboldt listeners start getting an earful of 
KMUD programming, KHSU's bland mix is going to sound awfully 
stale. 

What's amazing is that KMUD, in tiny Garberville, can generate 
more original, locally produced programming tl1an can KHSU, which 
is situated in a community ten times larger. The talent is there of 
course, but Van Hecke prefers to muzzle it, to make KHSU into a hick 
town version of San Francisco's wretched KQED. That way, he's 
thought up till now, lies jo1' security and well stuffed executive chairs 
to accomodate his well stl .' .:d executive behind It may have worked 
up till now, but now that nurth state listeners (and programmers) have 

an alternative, Van Hecke is going to have an increasingly hard time 
running KHSU as his own private fiefdom. If he's smart, he's 
probably already exploring other options. One suggestion: since Van 
Hecke already has the requisite beard, he could always get a gig 
rattling the tin cup for those non-stop fundraisers on Channel 9 down 
Frisco way. 

A golf tournament for a Mateel Community Center fundraiser?? 
Better a twkey shoot, starting with the turkeys who thought this one 
up. Myopic romantics, usually of the yuppie ilk, sometimes wax 
turgid about baseball as a metaphor for all that is good and true about 
Anlerica I don't buy that for a minute, butTd certainly accept golf 
as a metaphor for all that is rancid and oblivious about this counliy, 
I'm not sure who it was, possibly HL. Mencken, who proposed that 
any politician found guilty of committing golf should be permanently 
barred from holding office. But I heartily concur. 

One of my favorite shows on KMUD is "Hot Potatoes," -an hour 
and a half of Celtic music that airs every Monday night from 8 to 9:30 
pm. There's something about the soaring and swooping fiddles and 
the tribal drumbeats that resonates with this land, and I'm evidently 
not the only one who feels· that way, because KMUD has a whole 
section in its record library reserved for Celtic music. 

The Celts were a wild and mysterious people who once inhabited 
various parts of Europe but were steadily displace.cl and driven 
westward by the encroachment of "civilization." I've often thought 
that we who inhabit the still somewhat green hills of northern 
California are the spiritual, if not the material descendants of the tribes 
who roamed the British Isles before the Romans and a succession of 
oth�r barbaric invaders began to strangle the coun1Iyside with an ever
tightening net of roads and fences. 

I've visited Ireland, Wales, Scotland, and western England, all 
one-time Celtic strongholds, and cpuldn't help noticing the similari
ties to our own Emerald Triangle. The affinity was never more 
striking than one day in the spring of 1989 as I came rolling down the 
hill on tl1e preposterous excuse for a road that leads from Alderpoint 
to Garberville. 

The snow fiad just finished melting, the rivers were nearlytfull, 
and the land was so green that my eyes hurt from trying to take it all · 
in. A few hours later, I was seated in the Redwood Playhouse on 
Sprowel Creek Road, watching Good Company, a play composed and 
produced entirely . by local teenagers. 

Act one was a series of vignettes, mostly humorous; act two was 
a play in itself, entitled The Baggart of Balderpoinl, which captured 
so well the essence of life here in the Mateel that it had' me and much 
of the audience in tears. Oh, and the Celtic connection? It must have 
been the music, mostly original, I believe, rich in centuries-old Celtic 
influences, and yet unique to our own very special time and place as 
well. 

It was then that !'realized tl1at unlike much of Anlerica, we here 
had developed our own culture, one not inspired by mass p-oduced 
television or pop music, but one human in scale and specific to the 
kind of environment we inhabit. 

It's not the_ kind of cu1ture that can or should be exported, but it 
represents a sort of neo-tribalism that ought to inspire other places, 
other bioregions, to develop one of their own. What's appropriate for 
us in a sparsely settled area like this will obviously differ greatly from 
what's needed in San Francisco. One thing we have in common with 
such highly urbanized areas, though, is the need to resist the Anlerican 
.tendency toward homogenization. 

Great cities and rural villages have their place in the scheme of 
things. Unfortunately, both are being boiled down into a bland mush 
ofcrisscrossing freeway interchanges, 7-l ls, mini-malls, tract homes, 
and a soul-killing anomie nurtured by a nearly inescapable lowest• 
common-denominator media . bombardment. 

It's no coincidence that one of America's most viable regional 
cultures has sprung up in an area with relaiively little access to the, 
counliy's most abused drug, television. That the vast majority of 

7.1 
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broadcast "entertainment" constihltes a direct assault on hwnan 
intelligence should be obvious to any but the severely brain-damaged, 
but a subtle yet pernicious hann is done by even the highbrow 
"educational" programs. 

Unlike books, or even radio, television demands and usually gets 
the full involvement of the senses and imagination. Whether it's 
Gilligan's Island or Masterpiece Thealer, the effect is the same: 
viewers suspend the use of their critical faculties and allow their 
normal thought patterns, which express themselves in words and 
pictures, to be arranged by someone else. A little bit of this, 
occasionally, can be relaxing, just as a couple of beers or a joint can 
be. Someone, on the other hand, who parks him or herself in front of 
the idiot box for several hours a day is every bit as pathetic a figure as 
the junkie whiling life away at the end of a needle and spoon. 

The Ukiahification of Willits proceeds apace, particularly on the 
south end of town. The sprawl of gas stations, seedy motels, and fast 
food joints rivals anything this side of Gallup, New Mexico. Anchor
ing the whole mess is the Nevergreen Shopping Plaza, a mammoth 
asphalt atrocity perpetrated on the people of Willits by a corrupt city 
government and some scamming real estate developers. 

Did Willits really need a suburban-style shopping center, com
plete with several square miles of (usually empty) parking lot to house 
one second-rate supermarket, a glorified drug store, a five and dime, 
and a couple of junk food establishments? Not hardly, especially 
when there are vacant storefronts and businesses going under all over 
town. 

But somebody, several somebodies, actually, put some big 
bucks in their pockets with this one, and everyone else in Willits has 
to live with the increased traffic, noise, and pollution. Maybe I'm 
getting to be an old-timer, but I can remember when Willits was a 
relatively pleasant little town. Now it's just a particularly ugly suburb 
of North Hell. 

For the past two swnmers Caltrans has been making life miser
able for both locals and tourists on Highway 101. The swnmer of 1990 
was one long hellish construction project, with delays of up to two 
hour;, not uncommon. 1991 never got quite that bad, but the amount · 
of time and fossil fuel resources wasted to make what in many cases 
;ere only marginal improvements (and which one good rainy season 
.and a few months of heavy logging traffic will easily wipe out) is 
,unconscionable. 

101 is becoming overcrowded, no doubt about that Even 
c,bwntown 'Laytonville experiences traffic jams. But that. doesn't 
mean the answer lies in constantly increasing the number and size of 
highways. If Caltrans lived up to its name, the California Department 

fof Transportation, _instead of functioning as the Department of Paving 
Over The State, we wouldn't be in the mess we're in. 
/ Paralleling Highway 101, all the way from Eureka to the Bay
Area, is a barely used railroad line that could carry most of the freight 
and many of the passengers now clogging our highways. If the tracks 
were improved, we could have high speed trains like they do in Europe 

and Japan, which transport people at twice the speed of automobiles 
with only a fraction of the environmental damage. At one time, most 
logging traffic was carried by train; now it almost all goes by truck. 
Each big rig does the same damage to highways as 10,(XX) to 13,(XX) 
cars. Do you think they pay 10,CXX> to 13,CXX> times more highway 
taxes? 

At any rate, why are we wasting tax money on expansion of the 
highway network? The private automobile, at least the internal 
combustion variety, is obsolete; it will be extinct within our lifetimes. 
It's common knowledge that the world's supply of oil will be 
exhausted before the new century is too far gone, even if George Bush 
gets away with his plan to drill every seacoast and wildlife refuge dry. 

In the face of this irrefutable reality, we still have longterm 
highway construction plans, some of which will still be in tl-ie 
planning stages when the world's gasoline pwnps finally go dry. 

Automobile manufacturers, with a stranglehold on the nation's trans
portation policy, talk bravely of switching to electric cars, or finding 
some new energy technology (personal nuclear reactors?), but the 
amount of resources required to maintain a system of private automo
biles (steel, rubber, plastic, etc. etc.) is no longer justifiable or 
obtainable. 

The reason we are still building highways is the same reason that 
this country's mass transit systems were destroyed earlier in the 
century: private profit at public expense. Every highway represents 
a massive subsidy of the automobile and oil industries. If the same 
amount of money had been put into a national networlc of high-speed 
trains, we would today have one of the world's• best systems of 
transportation, instead of one teetering on the brink of collapse. 

Widi that in mind, a growing faction of the environmental 
movement is calling for a national moratorium on new paving. The 
Lookaut wholeheartedly supports this call, and further ca& on Earth 
First!ers and other would-be monkeywrenchers to consider turning 
some of their attention to the bulldorers, graders, and earth movers 
d1at can be found alongside our local highways. A little well-placed 
sabotage can take out one of these very expensive machines in a matter 
of minutes. 

We would especially like to see Laytonville's fallen Ponderosa 
Pine avenged (one of only two old growth trees left in this onetime 
logging community; faced with a choice of wiping out a tree or a 
parking lot, Caltrans made a beeline for the tree). The Lookout was 
disappointed that at least one of the Caltrans behemoth.5 lurking about 
town the past two summers didn't meet an similar demise. 

Kudos to the heroic freedom lovers who flagnapped the red 
white and blue monstrosity desecrating the side of Highway 101 
between Arcata and McKinleyvile (are you sure that's not how it's 
spelled?) The saga of the missing flag, believed to be Humboldt's 
largest, had the north coast enthralled for days, with the rabble rousing 
KINS radio and the just plain rabble of the Times-Standard treating 
it as tile most sensational disappearance since the Lindbergh baby. 

A group of local nazis finally pitched in money to buy a new, 
possibly even bigger swastika, I mean stars and stripes, which now 
flies in its old spot, under day and night guard. As for the original flag: 
underground scuttlebutt is that it was given a decent cremation. 

Speaking of flaming yalioos, an outfit calling itself the "Con
cerned Citizens of Arcata" went on the warpath against that city's 
Hemp Festival. In the past couple years, awareness has been growing 
about the many uses of die cannabis plant (in addition its best known 
one, that of getting high). The festival was an attempt to inform the 
public of some of those uses. 

The festival itself had nothing to do with smoke-ins or advocat
ing of marijuana use. It was simply a political gathering in the finest 
American tradition, one where people try through reasonable argu
ment and demonstration 'of fact to convince dieir fellow citizens that 
a bad law needs changing. 

It's how alcohol prohibition was established and how it was later 
rescinded. It was how laws pennitting slavery and segregation were 
abolislled and how women and minorities won die right to vote. It's 
the essence of American democracy. 

But that's not how one Bob Thomas sees it Thomas, the 
hick-town nazi who's latched onto the moniker of "Concerned 
Citizens of Arcata" (what the hell gives these geeks a monopoly on 
concern or citizenship? and diey sure don't represent majority 
opinion in Arcata. .. maybe McKinleyville, but I doubt there are 
d1at many morons there either). Thomas claims that since "we're 
in the middle of a drug war, die Hemp Festival sends the wrong 
message." To blustering cryptofascist bullies like Thomas, 
anydiing that smacks of free speech is die wrong mesage. 
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u.c.
Cal Shattered as President 

Dave Hits The Road 

In characteristically turgid prose the Daily Cal informed us that 
UC President David Gardner has "dramatically" resigned While still 
trying to catch my math in the wake of this earth-shaking develop
ment, I read a postmonem on Gardner's presidency which descnbed 
how he had "fought to improve education." 

· Among the improvements cited: I) he "vigorously opposed" UC 
divestment from companies doing business in South Africa, 2) he 
supp;>rt continued UC management, of America's nuclear weapons 
labs, 3) he ixesided over the largest fee hike in UC histoiy. 

Gardner's successor will not have an easy time swpassing that 
record. The Lookout suggests that one possible strategy might involve 
1) an even larger fee hike that would fund 2) new UC scientific
research that would culminate in 3) nuking South Africa. 

But rest assured; Gardner is not leaving us in the lurch just yet. 
At week's end, he was off to Sacramento to discuss the state of higher 
education with Pete "Bozo" Wilson, who has amply demonstrated his 
commitment to education of all kinds. The two are expected to come 
•up with a plan to further trim university budgets.

Details are still uncertain at press time, but we understand that
last year's program of granting early retirement to senior i--ofessors
has proved too expensive bocause of the pension benefits that must be
paid out. Wilson and Gardner are expected to propose that as an
alternative, superannuated staff should simply be shot and their
bodies disposed of in unmarked graves behind the Lawrence Hall of
Science.

As a result, the University would save not only the cost of 
pensions, but of funeral benefits as well. Governor Wilson hailed
Gardner's innovative i--oposals, as well as his "immense respect and
peisonal credibility." Jt, will be difficult, Wilson added, "to find a
successor with David's brilliance, integrity, and leadership."

The Lookout Nominates For 

Professors of the Year: 

It's been said that for a woman to succeed in a professional field 
she has to be twice as good as a man. I don't know if that's lrue, but 
I suspect there must be something to it, since I was in my last semester 
at Cal before I found myself in a class taught by a woman professor. · 
(Or do you supp;>se it's mere coincidence that between 80 and mo of 
Cal professors are male?) At any rate, SU'ianna Barr� (History) 
is twice as good, at least, as most male professors I've had. Also, if 
this is any indication, hers is the only history class I've ever had where 
the number of students sleeping during lectures is almost nil. 

The course I'm taking is on tl)e cultural history of modem Europe 
(History 165B), but like all truly gifted teachers, she turns it into a 
running commentary on the nature of civilization, culture, education, 
and knowledge itself. Packed with more data and insights than 
anyone could hope to fully absorb (but the effort is intoxicating), the 
course is also more entertaining than Bill and Ted's Exce/IenJ AdvenJure

and the Oresteian Trilogy combined. 

its •••

Gerry Cavanaugh (Social Sciences) is equally brilliant, with 
the added benefit of twenty years more experience. Unfortunately, 
he's retiring at the end of the spring semester, thanks to the university's 
brilliant idea of saving money by pensioning off its senior faculty and 
replacing them with grad students who will work for peanuts. But he 
may still be teaching a class or two next year; if he is, don't pa.5s up 
the opportunity. Cavanaugh is one of a vanishing breed of classically
oriented scholars who believe the purpose of education is neither 
vocational training nor preparation for grad schoo� but simply to 
leach people to think. If that appeals · to YO\I, sign up for one of 
Cavanaugh's courses today. Whatever the class is cal led, expect a 
dizzying but invigorating tour of the high and low points of western 
civilization, punctuated by Cavanaugh's acerbic, pungent, and often 
hilarious commentary. 

PARENTS: Is Tms WHAT You'RE PA YING FrvE 

GRAND A YEAR FoR YouR Krns To LEARN? 
£\cerpts ji·om a songbook included in 

the Phi Della Theta ,li'alernity luoulhook: 

Down in cunt valley where piss rivers flow 
Where maiden hairs flourish and cock suckers grow 

That's where I met Loopy the girl I adore 
She's a hot fuckin' cock suckin' Mexican whore 

An old cowpoke lit up a smoke and cursed at the desert heat 
He rode upon a mountain top and stopped to beat his meat 

When all at once a slant-eyed bitch c.une riding down the trail 
He slapped her on the ass and said "How 'hout a piece of tmlT 

He got up off the desert sand and gave the bitch a whack 
And with his lrusted cowboy hoot he kicked her in the crack 
He pistol whipped her once or twice and shit in i:xlth her eyes 
The moral of the story is "Don't fuck with Phi Dell guys!" 

Lined a hundred bitches up against the wall 
Fucked ninety-eight, couldn't fuck them all 
All the little girlies running down the hall 

Yelling "Kill the motherfucker 'fore he fucks us all!" 
I want to be a Phi Delta Theta, I want to be a Phi Delt num 
I want to be a Phi Delta Theta, I want to be a Phi Delt m.u1 

Some Things That Don't Belong 

Anywhere On A University Campus: 

FRATERNTilES, AND SORORITIES 

All right. at Oklahoma State, maybe. But at Berkeley? I submit 
that anyone dumb enough to join a fraternity or sorority should be sent 
back to high school regardless of how old he or she is. 

Of course people don't pledge frats merely for the beer parties 
and help in cheating on papers and exams and the pleasure of 
wallowing in racism, homophobia, blind amfonnity, vicious nation
alism, and the mutual self-affirmation of everything that is most 
debased and cowardly about human ratpack behavior. Nor do ,they 
join sororities just to increase their chanres of marrying one of the 
aforementioned rats. 
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The Greek system plays an important role in the old ooy network 
that runs this COWltry, a frightening thought when you see that that 
fraternity · members almost invariably represent the lowest common 
denominator of the student population. Most US Presidents in the past 
century belonged to fraternities, as well as a disproportionate number 
of government and coiporate officials. Want further evidence?.Dan 
Quayle, Delta Kawa Epsilon. 

Sorority girls haven't distinguished themselves the same way, 
largely becaffle their function is still seen as that of breeders and 
hostesses. It's a dismal spectacle, though, to see women in 1991 still 
volunteering for such a demeaning role. Even if they do have the 
excuse of a.tltural indoctrination (frat boys and sorority girls do. 
unfortunately, tend to many and rei:rocJuce; today's Greek generation 
to a large extent represenlS the offspring of the last). it doesn't say 
much for their intelligence. 

FOOTBALL 

A bad year to pick on this one, I admit; after several decades of 
being the doonnat of the Pac 10, Cal finally has a good team. To Cal 
students' a-edit, most of them don't particularly care. 

But they should care aoout how much money is wasted on the 
athletic equivalent of bloated military budgets. Contrary to the 
prevailing impression, intercollegiate athletics rarely generate· net 
income for the univmity when the books are figured honestly. Why 
a major wuversity devoted Jo the pursuit of knowledge should be 
running a farm team for the National Football League has never been 
�to� 

It's particularly ironic that most rabid football fans tend toward · 
the rightward side of the political spectrum and as such could be 
expected to oppose affmnative action programs, yet have no problem 
with allowing any marginally literate person into one of the world's 
great univmities as long as he weighs at least 200 pounds and is 
capable of flattening an opponent at thirty paces. 

Another telling argwnent against football, if one is needed: the 
hordes of polyester geeks from Menlo Park, Anaheim, and god knows 
where else who infest our town every Saturday there's a home game. 
If Berlceley enforced a proper dress code, most of these Cal Boosters 
would never get past the city limits 

CARS 

The Cal campus is bigger than many, but it's not so large that any 
reasonably healthy person can't get to any point on it within ten 
minutes' walk. Why we have to put with a constant flow of traffic 
through what would otherwise be very pleasant and tranquil settings 
is beyond me. 

All right, it's not really beyond me. I know the rell50n is that large 
numbers of faculty and students are lazy, inconsiderate oafs who 
would probably drive from one class to another if they were allowed. 
Well, I say enough! The university should ban all cars from campus. 
Space now wasted on parking lots and streets could be• used for 
constructive pwplses instead of constantly swallowing up more of 
the surrounding community. 

. And where would all the cars go if we did that, you ask? They 
can go to hell. for all I care. Cal is very well seive.d by public transit, 
and if some bozos insist on driving to school, let them park in Oakland 
or El Cerrito and hitchhike the rest of the way. 

While I'm on the subject, what's with those noisy, diesel
belching buses hauling students the three blocks or so from the BART 

· station to campus? Every 10 or 15 minutes one of these stinking smog
machines comes groaning its way up the hill hauling a bunch of lazy
lardbutts half my age. Geez, if you can't even manage the trek from
Shattuck Avenue, you're probably too feeble for the rigors of a
university education anyway. Let's free Cal from the tyranny of the
internal combmtion engine. You'll be pleasantly surprised to learn
that it's still poss,.ble to learn in a quiet, caroon monoxide-free area

(No, of course, I'm not advocating denying transportation to
disabled students. Quiet, electric-powered vehicles should do quite 
well for that purpose.) 

CLOSED BOOK EXAMS 

Go ahead and accuse me of sour grapes, but that's not the case. 
Since I came back to Cal, I've been getting straight A's (all right, a 
couple of A-'s). I've had closed-book, open-book, take-home, and 
no-exam courses. 

· Closed book· exams are stupid. They favor the students who
think like robots and who are best at regurgitating data inslead of 
analyzing and understanding it The best way for a student to 
demonstrate her/his knowledge of a subject is to write a cogent essay 
that incorporates as many references and analogies as possible. To. 
expect someone to do that in a high-pressure., rime-dependent situ
ation is both unrealistic and unfair. 

PROFESSORS FOR SALE OR RENT 

This issue was dealt with in more detail in the cover story, but it 
bears reiterating. Any faculty member who takes coiporate .or other 
special interest money for performing allegedly "objective" research 
�uld be discharged immediately. Nobody claims profs are getting 
rich off their university salaries, but they're not going to the poorhouse 
either. They make enough to accommodate a comfortable middle 
class lifestyle, and if they think they still need more they should get 
the hell out of academia instead of screwing up the intellectual gene 
pool for those of us who are naive enough to believe in education and 
learning as ends in themselves. 

ROTC 

This one might seem like the most obvious, but it's actually the 
one I'm least certain of. You can make a reasonable argument that no 
matter how bad the military is, as long as we 're going to have one, 
we're better off if it's civilian-controlled, and better still if its officers 
have liberal educations. 

By way of illustration, I could point to the Berkeley P?lice 
Department, which, requires that all officers have college educatmns. 
Despite well-publicized exceptions, I think anyone who's had deal
ings with police in neighboring cities would have to agree that 
Berkeley police are more respectful and more solicitous of cirii.ens' 
rights. Take a stroll over to Albany or Oakland if you doubt that. 

Still, the spectacle of men and women marching around in 
unifonns, chanting militaristic litanies, and receiving state-sponsored 
instruction in the methods of systematic killing doesn't fit well - if 
at all in an environment ostensibly devoted to the pursuit of 
knowledge and wisdom. 

Racial Purity and Similar Claptrap 

Some flagrant nonfcnse being given prominent play in the Daily
· Cal: Hoyt Sze's ravings aoout Asian women polluting the gene pool 
by dating (and doing god knows what else with) Caucasian meIL "Our 
best and brightest" women are being siphoned off by the white devils,
Si.e laments.

White devils? Did he really say that? No, but "bai guiz�" which
means precisely that, is common usage among Chinese people to 
describe white-skinned foreigners. I happen to know that because I
once was a Chinese major. I mention it because I'm particularly
annoyed by Sze's implication that only white people are capable of 
being racist.· It's an article of faith in certain trendy circles; some of ilS other 
exponents are Harry Allen (publicist for the rap group Public Enemy) 
and filmmaker Spike Lee, who, when he's not making commercials 
for any honky corporation that waves enough money in front of his 

· face, is busy spreading his own form of racial bigotry.
Asians are of course quite capable of being racist. Take Japan,

with a system for registering and controlling aliens that rivals the now
defunct passbook system of South Africa. For several millennia.
China considered itself the center of the universe and all non-Chinese
to be barbarians. And any white liberal who thinks that blacks can't

•
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This is not an attempt to shift blame. Obviously whites, as a 
people, are guilty of huge crimes against people of color. But that 
doesn't make every white a criminal, nor every person of color a saint. 
To suggest otherwise is �If a form of racism. 

Hoyt Si.e argues, as does Spike Lee, that the colored races should 
not intennarry with whites so as to keep their me.es pure. The Ku Klux 
Klan has been arguing the same thing for over a century. I don't see 
a heck of lot of difference. 

Similar in tone and equally stupid: a Daily Cal op-oo piece by one 
Daxius Gregory which blamed all white people for all injustice 
against black people, and repeatedly demanded, "When will you 
white people leave us black people alone?" 

Well, Mr. Gn:igory, aside from your delusional notions that you 
speak for all (or any) black people, the fact is that many, perhaps most 
black people do not want to be left alone, but want to join as equal 
participants in a multi-racial, culturally diverse society where neither 
white racists nor black racists will be taken seriously. 

PC Or Not PC? 

Does anyone besides George Will and the readers (if I may use 
the tenn so loosely) of the Cal Review take this "political correctness" 
business seriously? If Berkeley has been taken over by censorious 
radicals, they must all be enrolled in or teaching different courses than 
I'm in. 

Yes, we have some professors who are veterans of the student 
movement of the 1960s. That should hardly be swprising. Anyone 
who grew up during that time and didn '1 take some interest in the 
political and countercultural movements going on would have to be 
something of a dullard. 

But if those p:ofessors are brainwashing today's students with 
their leftist principles, their teaching techniques must be woefully 
ineffective, since the only sb.Jdent movement of any magnilllde we've 
seen in recent years is the one into and out of bars, on Friday and 
Saturday nights. 

or won't feed them, well, that's their poblem. 
It's the standard litany of the far right. If the anti-PC hysterics 

were correct, the kid should have been shouted down, flunked out·of 
the class, and ridden out of town on a rail. No such thing happened, 
of course. In fact, he was having a good old time watching lhe liberals 
squirm. He had a big Dan Quayle grin on his face the whole time, 
especially when it came to the part about starving babies. 

In all my time at Cal I've never heard the left-wi!'g equivalent of 
such nonsense uttered in ·a classroom. No one has ever advocated 
Stalinism or Caslro-style socialism, or forced collectivization, or 
making us all study the words of Chainnan Mao. I've heard a couple 
professors express their support for a Swedish-style welfare state 
based, of course, on electoral politics. That hardly seems especially 
radical; anyone familiar with European politics knows that it's a 
perfectly mainstream idea over there. 

As for the other charge of the anti-PC brigades, that requiring 
students to learn about cultures other than their own somehow 
undermines Euro-American culture: well, all I can say is that if Euro
American culture is that fragile, it's certainly a miracle that it• s 
somehow managed to gain complete domination over the planet in the 
last few centuries. To say that students shouldn't be required to learn 
about the role that Africans, Asians, and and indigenous Americans 
have played and continue to play in this country flies in the face of 
reality. It's just as ridiculous as claiming that physics students 
shouldn't have to learn about quantum mechanics or that phil0$0phy 
students can safely ignore everything but Plato and Aristotle. 

We learn by opening, not closing our minds. The purpose of the 
university is not to reinforce ideologies, but to question them. I know 
that doesn't sound much different from some of the more high
faluting pronouncements of the anti-PC crew. Unfortunately, like 
intellectual fascists everywhere, they stand language and logic on 
their heads, and use .the rhetoric of freedom to push the cause of 
repression. Except for a handful of gullible liberals, almost everyone 
who's taken up the anti-PC cudgel has come from the far right; it 
doesn't take an intellectual heavyweight to see that the handmaidens 
of Reaganism have not exactly demonstrated their commitment to 
freedom of any sort. 

Take. sociology p:of Todd Gitlin, for example. He may have 
been national president of Students for a Demo---:..,.•:-"'"·.""·.·'"'.·"".·."'"· . .,.;·.;..·.·"".·..,..· ... ··."" ...... ,..., .. ..,. .. _ ........... .,.. ... ,-, .. ,-, .. ...,. ... ..,.. .. .,. .. ,.., ... ,-, .. --, .. ..,.,._.,. .. .,.. .. .,.. ... .-..;"': 
cratic Society 25 years ago, but the courses he :;: n1E. UNRELENTING �PIIESSION OF .. POI.I�• :

ONPER 1l4� 1'1'RAtlN"1' Of POLI TICAJ. CORRE Cr:.

NESS, HATEFIJL Rt,CIAL EPITtlET.S ARE Sf/lONIJ,• 
teaches today are about as controversial as the :.; CAL CORRECTNES{, IS Tt-lREATENfr,&6 OU 
M Neil Lehrer N H I thro gh f .·. VER"{ WAYOrLIFE. . c - ews our. sat u one o •:•!',. --"""-
his classes for a semester, and the most radical :;:;:;::::::::::::-. ·::::::•:-· · 
thing I remember him saying was something about ·:;:::::;:::::::::?:-.-.::·· 
how we needed to carefully consider the implica- :;:;:;:::::::::::::::::::::-
tions of going to war in the Gulf. :::;:;:\:;:;:;:;::::::;;:; �J 

Of course the Republican wackos behind the ;:::::;:;:;:::::::::;:;:;::, ._.,, 
anti-PC movement view culture and learning as ;:;:;:;:;:;::::::::::::::::- 1 

/ seditious fon.:es in themselves. In that sense, Gitlin :;:;:::\:/:;:::;:::;:::;:;. 
and a nwnber of other professors are probably :;:;:;:::;:;:;:::;:;:;:::::;:;::
guilty of trying to induce students to think about ::::;::::;;:;:;:::;::;::;:;::-·
the nature of culture and society. We know from ;:;:;:;:;:::;:;:-:-·.· · 
history what dangerous things can happen when :;:::;::•··· 
people slart questioning assumptions and develop- · · · · 
ing ideas of their own. ------------------, 

As for today's student leftists... An one or 
two hundred of them could easily be tucked away 
into one of Dwinelle Hall's subterranean chambers 
and never heard from again, and nobody would 
'notice any difference. In the last year and a half 
I've heard exactly one stirring classroom discus
sion of contemporary issues, and that one was trig
gered by some poor kid who'd just been to an Ayn 
Rand lecture on the virtues of selfishness. 

"1bere is no such thing as the common good," 
he declared. Government has no right interfering 
with a people's right to use or abuse all the re
sources they can get their hands on. If children 
have to starve to dejtth because their parents can't 

L'f FROWNED llFON . •• 
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Dear Lany: 
I was reading Lookout #35 and became possessed by an almost 

excretoiy urge to respond to two things. First: the "Scene Shit" 
colwn11. In among the strange and amusing gossip and .name
drowing was a short but 100% RIGHI' ON attack on the ''Bammies" 
and "Wammies." Absolutely fucking right it's ridiculous the way 
these· alleged supporters of the local music scene save their praise for 
the established acts. It's also a shame, because the Grateful Dead and 
Huey Lewis don't need the local press, but a lot of deserving bands 
could get quite a boost from the same coverage. 

And that brings me to my second point - the book reviews. 
Hello, wake up, anyoody home? Gore Vidal doesn't need your plug, 
let alone Max Weber. (Maximum Rocknroll does the same shit, and it 
truly blows my mind!) Ralph Ellison? Margaret Atwood?!? Qumces 
are someone who recently won the National Book Award won't care 
(or even know) that you wrote them such a glowing review, many 
of your readers who spend time in libraries or bookstores have already 
heard about most if not all of these authors. You 're not helping anyone 
with these reviews - you're pushing an agenda. Just like MRR, 
you're promoting books that in turn promote an ideological perspec
tive you want your readers to share. 

Imagine if your zine was all about Led Zeppelin, Prince, and 
Vanilla Ice. Wouldn't that be abswd? And aren't you doing the 
literary equivalent of that by reviewing Balzac and I.F. Stone? 
Speaking for the small press in general - and local authors in 
particular - thanks for nothing! 

Dear David: 

David McCord 
Berkeley 

If Led Zeppelin, Prince, and Vanilla Ice were making the best 
music, that I knew of, then that's who I'd write about. The fact is that 
I know of lots of artists who are better, and that's why I write about 
them. Whether they are on a major label, indie label, or no label at 
all has nothing to do with it. 

The books I chose to review were the ones I came across in recenl 
months that I thought were most worthwhile (a number of tliem were 
assigned reading from school). It was not my in1en1ion lo do the 
auJhors any favor ( especially considering that several of them are 
dead), bul rather to steer Lookout readers in the direction of books 

they might find interesting or valuable. I don't think you can assume 
that everyone is aware of these books or authors. I consider myself 
a relalively literate. person, and yet a number of them were new to me. 
As for the National Book Award, I nol only have no idea who has won 
it, I never even heard of it (and wouldn't have paid any aJtenlion to it 
if I had) until I received your letter. 

As for "pushing an agenda," what do you think you're doing? 
Since you're the author cf a number of selfpublished books, I can't 
help but infer that what you're suggesting is that instead of covering 
"major label" publications, I should be supporting independenl 
efforts such as your own. This is an "ideological perspective" 
remarkably similar to that of MRR (and with which I disagree): 
namely that bands (writers, in your case) deserve credit simply for 
effort. And maybe they do, but the pages of this magazine are reserved 
for the recognition of accomplishment. 

This is not to pass judgment on the quality of your writing or that 
of your colleagues; I haven't seen enough of it to do that. I also 
haven't seen enough of ii to in good con.science recommend it to my 
readers over that of Balzac, Ellison, Vidal, Weber, or a host of others. 
Maybe some day, though; keep at it. 

(Those intere.sted in checking David's writing out for themselves 
can contact him at: PO Box 13252, Berkeley CA 94701 or by calling 
(510) 653-2680.)

Dear Larry: 
Great to hear from you again. Glad you're back; I've missed 

your insightful writing. 
First off, I wanted to let you know that I've decided to close down 

my publication, Inside Joke, after ten years of continuous publishing. 
I just got burnt out; besides, I need to save money in this Depression, 
and was losing too much doing /J.

Thank you for separating the political comment and music 
sections of Lookout once more for us musical illiterates. I'll skip 
commentary on the music, of course, except to note that I found 
"Chrisser' s Cartoon Corner" suprisingly amateur as compared to the 
usual caliber of writing in your magazine. I know it wasn't the subject 
matter, since I have a great interest in cartoons. Perhaps it was 
Chrisser's jargon. I can only guess at the current meanings of such 
adjectives as "poor!" and "total shred," and I tend toward a low 
tolerance for purposely-misspelled cutesy-isms like "sux" and "en-

, uff." On the other hand, Laurie L.'s Green Day advenJure was terrific! 
Once again, your words re: the Gulf Slaughter were extremely 

eloquent, and I've already had numerous requests for copies of that 
short article (hope you don't mind me passing it around). Your tum 
of phrase never ceases to amaze me; I wish I had the ability to put my 
thoughts into words as well as you can. I thoroughly enjoyed your 
Eureka paper parody and other Emerald Triangle news - Lookout � 
the only place .I can get it, being here on the East Coast. Your anti
religion diatribe was quite welcome, the economics lesson invaluable, 
and your essay O,!l.Jllodem transit woes was a sight for sore (pollution
affected) eyes. Is "Once Upon A Time in the Mountains" your piece? 
It was lovely; I'm looking forward to the next installment. And wow 
- an actual le1¥r from Alexander Cockburn! You're right - when ·
you've been winged by Cockburn, you've gotten it from the best
winger there is.

Looking forward to #36 (hope you have fewer problems publish
ing it than you appeared to have getting #35 out - you have my 
empathy!). Keep up the great work! *

Elayne Wechsler-Chaput 
Brooklyn 

I'm glad you enjoy cartoons as I do, Elayne. I only wish you 
would allow some of the light-heartedness to permeate other aspects 
of your life. I meant to create a cartoony atmosphere - campy, silly 
in my story. Sorry you didn't like it. 

Clirisser 

Dear Larry and Chrisser, 
l 'm writing to tell you that your spiel against Epicenter in

Lookout #35 was completely uncalled for. 
When you talk about major labels, I don't get it There� used 

major label records in our bins at low prices ($3 or less), and our 
imports are lower than you'll find them for anywhere else. I don't 
understand why you want to make it seem like we overprice records. 
What's the point? 

"There are almost no records from outside the perimeters of Real 
Punk." Utter bullshit! Our stock is probably l(XX) times more diverse 
dmn the Lookout catalog, anyway. You obviously haven't been here 
in mond1s to see our stock of CDs - which would be even larger if there 
was a demand for more CDs. 

Larry, I like your writings a lot, but I have to laugh at the idea of 
a middle-aged man carrying on the moronic East/West Bay debate. 
Come on, the East Bay punk scene is completely apolitical and you 
know it. Gilman is just anod1er teenage hangout, a place to be 
entertained without having to think. I live in Berkeley, and I know that 
die brightest political minds in die East Bay are almost completely 
separate from the puiik scene. The only place in the 'Bay Area where 
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I have found the type of idealistic, intelligent punks I grew up with in 
the South is at Epicenter. We're working hard to provide an alterna
tive space, and you guys want to slag it in your idiotic "East �ay 
Rules" thing. I'm sorry if this sounds harsh, but I've got better things 
to do than hang out with the "East Bay Punks" and discuss coffee. 

What really bothers me is that your (Larry's) columns� th: last 
few issues ofMaximum Rocknroll have been about how unintelligent
most punks are and how too few punks are really wor1?�g for a better 
world. But then in real life, you seem lo attack pohllcal efforts by 
punks such as Epicenter or Profane Existence. Of course they both
have faults (and of course I have a lot!) but the people involved in these 
efforts are caring and decent people - and al least we are llying. 

Larry and Chrisser, I respect you both as people, but you're way 
off on this one. 

Tait Graves 
Berkeley 

Lawrence, Chrisser or whoever is responsible for the comments about 
Epicenter in the last issue of Lookout: 

You're entitled to your opinions, but al least gel the fucking facts 
straight- .. , 1) CDs: I am indeed not thrilled by that format, but my op�ruons 
do not govern the decisions at Epicen�er. It �es a_ lot of cap1� lo
stock 3 formats of any release, and Epicenter 1s obviously committed 
to punk and most punk releases happen lo be on vinyl �� happen lo 
be 7" records. We specialize in that, whereas most tradillonal stores 
have gone over completely to CDs. As we've gotten more money
(which we at present do not have), we've tried lo expand our stock of 
CDs, but even when we put up a big sign lo poll customers as lo 
whether they wanted more CDs, we got very little _positive e�cour�e
ment Despite that, we have increased the selecl!on, even mcludmg 
the Op Ivy CD with its wasteful packaging. . . . 2) Major Labels: Yes, we do not deal with ma.JOr labels or therr
distributors, not wanting to contribute to their multinational_ coffers
that include war industry production. But we do buy used maJor label 
records, so you can indeed buy that Ramones domestic release for $3 
instead of an indie import of it for $10. 

3) Lawrence, you would have known these bits of information if
you had asked, or if you ever bothered to come int� Epicenter. S_ince
we opened a year ago, I've seen you there exactly �ice. The f�sl ll�e, 
you walked in, looked around, and instead of saymg somethmg like, 
"Wow, it's great you fmally got this off the ground" or "Great space, 
you can do a lot here" or "Wish you a lo! of luck", y_ou sai<l: "You don't
have the second Lookout LP in stock.' That was 1l, nothmg else. So, 
all those nice words about volunteerism, etc, that you followed your 
slags with in the Epicenter article don't me� squat lo �1e when in real 
life you were about as human and supporuve as Capitol Records. 

4) This East Bay/West Bay shit you're slinging ha� got to stop.
But, for the record, it was largely West Bay people who g�l Gi½nan , 
off the ground If not for the tireless efforts of people like V1c�or 
Hayden, Martin Sprouse, David Hayes, Brian Edge, Jane Guskin, 
Harry Sherrill, Honey Owens, myself (all "City" folks), and even your 
periodic contributions (you lived in SF at the time), there wo�l� � not 
be the thriving East Bay scene today that you so chauvuuslically 
champion and that Lookout has been cashing in on ever since

_. 
!!1e 

parochial attilllde you spew forth undermines, for me, th� credibility 
of all the hippie/love rhetoric you so freely throw around m the pages 
of Lookout We're all in this together, so gel off it! 

Tim Yohannan 
San Francisco 

OK, in order of appearance, Tim: 
J) The item in question was written a few months ago, right after a visit
to !Ipicenter. At the �ime, there was only a small stack of CDs, none
of which were of interest to me. I realize things "!'1J have cl

1:1"
ged 

since then, and I also recognize the valuable service that Epicenter
pe,forms by being one of the few stores that still sells records. If you
have to relegaJe CD customers to second or third place in ord�r to 
keep up what you' re doing, fine, but honest, some of my best fneruis 

listen to CDs: and I'm sure most of them would prefer not to shop aJ 
Tower Records either. 

About the "wasteful packaging" on the OperaJion Ivy CD: Yes, 
I know it's wasteful.just as you and I both know that most stores won't 
carry CDs unless they're packaged in either long boxes or blister
paks. One wastes trees, the other wastes petroleum and isn't biode
gradable. In the case of Operation Ivy, the band opted for a Ion� box. 
However, two thirds of all our CDs are now manufactured without 
exJra packaging and we encourage all stores and distributors ( includ
ing, obviously, Epicenter) to order them that way. Hopefully the"l�g 
boxlblisterpak will soon be a relic of the past. Yes, it would be mce 
ifwe didn't have to deal with chai� stores that,ins_ist on wastef:'1ness,
but until there are many more Epicenters, that s Just not possible (as 
you wel.l know, Tim, since MRR is distributed through the same 
channels as our records and CDs are. 

2) I was wrong, I'm full of shit, I'm sorry.
3) I have been to Epicenter a number cf times, though perhaps

only two or three times when you were there. It's nothing against the 
store or the people, just that a) I seldom buy records or CDs anyway 
and I hate shopping of all kinds and b) I rarely go to San Francisco 
because it depresses me. Which leads right into 

4) The previous comment was not meant to perpetuaJe any �astl
West Bay rivalry, which I thought everyone knew was a complete Joke. 
I mean, I didn't think the people who took out the ad saying "East Bay 
Punk ls Dead" were serious, and I certainly wasn't offended by it. I 
thought it was hilarious. As far as I can see, such hokey rivalries are 
good for both sides of the bay, in that they cause peopll; f:om other 
parts of the planet to take notice of our efforts (and to ndicule us as 
well, like the Profane Existence ad did). 

I've lived on both sides of the bay, and when I say that Fnsco 
depresses me, it's not because of any regional chauvinism, but oul of 
a feeling of sadness over what that city once me� to. me, � how
little of it still rer11Qins. When I came to San Francisco m 1968, 1t was 
the first city that I ever felt aJ home in. Anybody who's lived here a 
kmg time knows how the city's deterioraJed, how artists and boho 
types have been forced out cf neighborhood after neighborhood by 
skyrocketing rents and mass influxes of yuppies and corporaJe drones. 
Yeah, by comparison to most American cities, Frisco's still a dre?'71, 
and I can understand why those who arrived here more recently might 
still think they' re in heaven. But to me it's like seeing a former lover 
strung out on smack and lying in the gutter. 

That aside, if you want to put an end to the crossbay nvalry, why 
are you dredging up pointless trivia like what side of the bay certain 
people were living on when Gilman started, etc.? I mean, I could 
bounce back by naming the people who've since moved to the East 
Bay, bul does anyone really care? It's ancient history. Gilman never 
would have got started withoul a massive infusion of capital and effort 
from MRR and West Bay people. It never would have continued to 
thrive without an equally massive effort by East Bay people. 

I do kind of resent your implicaJion that my own contributions to 
Gilman were sporadic aJ best. For one thing, I was only living in SF 
part time, and was regularly commuting back and forth from M_en
docino County. When I was in the Bay Area, I pul a lot of effort into 
Gilman, as most of the individuals you named will remember. Also, 
it was Victor Hayden who found the Gilman Street warehouse and had 
to drag you practically kicking and screaming into participaJing. �nd 
though you may not remember, you excluded me from t� earl,est 
planning meetings in favor of more important scenesters like the guy 
from Clown Alley who sold us the sound system that didn't work and 
the people from Short Dogs Grow· whose major contribut�on was to 
argue in favor of allowing alcohol in the club. And every t,me a� 
plugs in their amplifiers, their electricity is traveling through w,res 
thaJ I strung ( and nearly electrocuted myself doing so). And they' re 
standing on a stage that I helped build. And they'll piss in a b�hr_oom 
where I (and you) took a jackhammer to the floor. I know I d1dn t do 
as much as you or a number of other people. But 1 did what I could, 
and I'm not ashan,ed, I'm proud of it. 

PS. How many of the "old crew" West Bay people you mention 
still have anything to do with Gilman? Just wondering. 
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1be gay-oriented Bay Times had the best visual comment I've 

seen yet on the San Francisco mayoral election. Titled '"The Spectre 
of Mayor Jordan," its shows the former police chief with blood 
driJ1)ing from his fangs. 

Such a characterization may lack subtlety (longtime Loo/wuJ 
readers will of course know that subtlety is the last thing we recom
mend in dealing with creeps like Jordan), but ii. gets the point across 
very effectively. Frank Jordan as mayor would be an unmitigated 
disaster. 

Mayor 
Agnos has 
proved to be 
no gem; 
that's unde-· 
niable. I can 
drink of half 
a dozen 
people I'd 
rather see in 
the mayor's 
office, Jello 
Biafra not 
least among 
them. But to 
throw out a 
r e l a t i v e l y  
liberal, i f  
f l a w e d. 
mayor in 
favor of a; 
garden-vari
ety bigot and 
thoroughly 
corrupt right winger would be as drastic a reversal as it would be forthe 
people of Louisiana to elect the nazi David Duke as their governor. 

It's a matter of degree, of course. No one is accusing,. at least not 
to my knowledge • Jordan of being a nazi. But what he is is dangerous 
enough: an Irish Catholic of the old school who suh;cribes to the idea 
that police should function as "priests with guns" when it comes to 
enforcing moral values, and a conventionally venal politician who is 
up for sale to the highest bidder, in this case the corporate interests 
who have virtually devastated San Francisco since the Feinstein coup 
replaced the last genuinely representative government the city has 
had. 

Only those with very short memories will forget that the San 
Francisco Police were out of conlrol during Jordan's tenure as chief. 
They didn't catch many criminals, it's true, but they were always 
available to beat up political protesters, homosexuals, and minorities. 
Routine police brutality obviously had at least tacit approval from 
Jordan, and if you doubt that, look at how it's declined since he was 
replaced as chief by  Willis Casey. Some of the beatings of innocent 
citizens by Jordan's officers are still in the courts, and along with those 
that have already been adjudicated, will end up costing the city 
hundreds of thousands, if not millions of dollars. And if you 're under 
.illusions about how Mayor Jordan would use the police, consider his 
proposals to round up the homeless and take them off to work camps. 
I seem to recall a certain Austrian housepainter who had similar ideas 
arout how to deal with "social parasites.',' 

Agnos' biggest fault as mayor was that he didn't do enough to 
reverse the Feinstein trend of operating San Francisco for the benefit 
of the large corporations located downtown. The rationale for this is 
that they provide jobs and revenue for the city, but in reality many of 
the jobs go to suburban commuters, and the city ends up spending as 
much, if not more, on infrastructure than the corporations pay in taxes. 
It's also created the untenable position where a corporation can 
demand the most unreasonable concessions from city government 
simply by threatening to relocate. 

Under George Moscone and the district-elected Board of Super� 
visors, the emphasis was on creating healthy neighborhoods and a 
diverse economy based on small business. Feinstein turned that . 
upside down. and now the neighborhoods are seen largely in terms of · 
how well they serve the needs of downtown. Agnos' attempt to treate 
a second downtown through the massive land and infraslructure 
giveaway at Mission Bay is bad enough, but with Jordan as mayor, the 
city might as .well apply for annexation as part of San Jose. 

I don't vote in San Francisco, but if I did,. I'd unhesitatingly pick 
Agnos de�-pite all his faults. San Francisco has such serious problems 
that I question whether any mayor, even one much brighter and more 
committed th'aii Agnos, .could make much headway. But a Jordan 
victory would represent a giant leap backward from which the city 
might never recover. Jordan supporters like to represent themselves 
as the "old-fashioned, decent" San Franciscans, but under those placid 
(and overwhelmingly white) exteriors lurk some very ugly senti
ments. They could, if unleashed. tum San Francisco from Ashley 
Montagu's "cool grey city of love" into a cold dark city of hate. 

One of the saddest spectacles of the mayoral contest: the degen
eration of the once-brilliant Warren Hinckle into an embittered, red
baiting drunk, willing to ally himself with any cause or candidate, no 
matter how reactionary, to gain revenge, on Agnos for drubbing him 
at the polls in l 987. In a series of pro-Jordan columns for the west
of-Twin-Peaks throwaway San Franciso Independent, where Hinckle 
landed after he was canned by the Examiner for chronic absenteeism, 
the former radical who once was an eloquent voice against the 
excesses of the San Francisco Police proves equally adept at licking 
01eir jackboots. 

Also big in the Jordan camp: State Senator Quentin Kopp, whose 
folksy maimer and Walter Matthau impersonations mask a political 
persona that oscillates between malicious and just plain dumb. 

Earth to BART... The multibillion dollar space age Rube 
Goldberg contraption that occasionally functions as· a transportation 
system has yet to deliver on any of the promises it made back in the 
1970s when we eternally gullible citizens voted to tax ourselves in 
perpetuity to build and operate it. 

I'll spare you the whole litany, byt does anyone remember how 
there weren't any benches in BART stations at first because we were 
never going to have wait more than two and a half minutes for a train? 
Or how there weren't any bars for standing passengers to hang onto 
because there would be so many trains that no one would ever have 
to go without a seat? 

Well, here it is I 7 years since BART opened and you still can't 
get a direct train from Berkeley to San Francisco except during peak 
hours, and it's a good thing they fmally put in those benches (not 
nearly enough, though) because it's 15 to 20 minutes between trains. 
If you don't time it right (to BART's credit, their timetables do 
correspond fairly closely to reality; pick one up and save yourself 
some griet). a transbay trip can easily take an hour. On the old Key 
system of electric trains, the one that was scrapped in 1958 because 
supposedly everyone wanted to drive their own car to Frisco, you 
could do it in twenty-five minutes. 

BART fares are no bargain, either, but I wouldn't begrudge them 
if I could go when and where l wanted to with a reasonable degree of 
efficiency (want to come back from tl1e city after midnight? tough 
luck, buddy). But the system's directors are constantly whining about 
cash shortages, about how they can't afford to make the improve
ment� they need to in order to attract more riders. 
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Lo and behold, they recently came up with $19 million, a not 
inconsiderable chunk of change. Hire some more driv� maybe? Put 
on some more trains? Not hardly. No, the money is going to build 
covers over the entrance ways to the BART stations on Market Sheet. 
It seems that whoever designed them forgot that it occasionally rains 
in San Francisco, and as a result, the escalators are constantly breaking 
down because they've gotten wet. 

Of course a few hundred dollars worth of canvas or plywood 
might achieve the desired effect, leaving at least $18,500,<XXJ for 
impoved train service. But no, said one BART director, we want our 
stations to present an inviting appearance to the public. I don't know 
about the rest of the public, but to me the most inviting station is one 
with a train waiting in it. 

Wait, don't go away, that's not all. The broke BART system also 
found money for an elaborate "Plaza Improvement Program" in 
downtown Berkeley, which involved at least a month's worth of 
ripping up the brick benches and flower planters, and rearranging 
them in such a way that they afford less invacy to the homeless people 
who've taken up residence there. The only other visible change is that 
they've mounled bars across the benches to discourage sleeping. I 
haven't been able to find out the net cost of this one, but from previous 
experience with public works boondoggles, I'd guesstimate well over 
a hundred thousand. 

But there's still more, and this one's a real doozy. Recently 
BART announced that it was beginning a multi-zillion dollar im
provement program that would take something like three years to 
complete. Unfortunately, while the work was being done, passengers 
would hove to put up with delays of five to ten minutes or more (how 
will they notice?). But it'll be worth it in the long run, won't it? I 
mean, there'll probably be twice a5 many trains as before, and they'll 
go more places than they used to, and run longer how-s? 

Not to telegraph the punch line or anything, but fat chance. The 
sole accomplishment of this massively expensive disruption will be 
to allow the trains to run five miles an hour fa5ter. It will shave a full 
five minutes off the system's longest ride, the hour-plus jow-ney from 
Daly City to Concord. Riders familiar with those cities will agree that 
shortening the time required to get to either of them . them hardly 
counts as an improvement. 

Otherwise, the next change we can look forward to will come 
somewhere around the year 2<XXJ, when BART may possi
bly begin service to the San Francisco Airport. On the other 
hand, it may not; various factions are still locked in serious 
debate about whether the train will actually go to the airport, 
or terminate in a bean field a few miles away, at which point 
patrons will have to transfer to a bus to complete the journey. 
Since there is already regular bus service from downtown 
San Francisco to the airport. . one might well ask what the. 
point of that would be. Such o person would of course not 
be in the employ of the Bay Area "Rapid" Transit District. 

The SF Weekly scooped the Bay Guardian pretty heav
ily on the mayoral elections. The Weekly was on the stands 
first thing Wednesday morning after with the Agnos-Jordan 
runoff on its cover and numerous pages of election coverage. 
The Guardian, which doesn't make it to many locations 
until Thursday, could only say, "As this issue goes to press, 
we have no idea who will win the election." 

I have no great sympathies for the Weekly. It's pretty 
thin, both literally and content-wise, especially since they 
lost their best feature, the brilliant cartoonist Tom Tomor
row, to the £wminer. Still, a5 the new kid in town, the 
Weekly is making an aggressive push lo supplant the Gumd
ian a5 the shopping gazette-cwn-socio-political journal of 
the cappucino-and-croissants set It's definitely geared to a 
younger demographic, with "Postie" written all over ii. In 
other words, it says very little, very ponderously, pretending 
all the while that it means even less of it. 

Herb Caen got pretty heavily lambasted for dissing Miles Davis 
as overraled and pretentious qnly a day or so after lhe latter's deatll. 
Davis had his moments, the old hipster opined, but he much preferred 
Gillespie, and when it came to the true immortals, you were talking 
Bix (Beiderbecke) and Bunny (Berrigan). 

Caen was called racist, lame, and clueless by a variety of young 
would-be hipsters, but I'm with the old-timer on this one. Davis did 
almost nothing of interest in the last 20 years, living off his reputation 
and adoring legions of (mostly white) fans who thrived on his 
contempt for them. Attitude can be a useful component of art, but it's 
no substitute for it. 

And by the way, it's just plain idiotic to suggest that it's racist a,ny 
time a white criticizes a black artist. Using the same reasoning, whites 
wouldn't be qualified to challenge the nomination of Clarence 
("Uncle") lbomas to the Supreme Court, or Gentiles to question 
Israel's treatment (and occasional extermination) of its Arab citizens 
and colonials. 

It's An Art Thing ... 
You Wouldn't Understand 

KGO talk show host Ronn Owens spends most of his on-air time 
unburdening himself of the sort of ill-considered, self-centered opin
ions that have given an entire generation (one which I'm regrettably 
part of) a bad name. 

Whether it's branding any and all criticism of Israel a5 anti
Semitic, raving hysterically about why the city can't keep Broadway 
clear of traffic so he and his yuppie sports car can zoom unobstructed 
to work (it's at least a mile; you couldn't expect him to take the bus 
or, god forbid, walk), or cheerleading for the mass slaughter of Iraqis, 
Owens keeps his head planted pretty consistently up his ass. 

But even a broken clock give� the right time twice a day, and 
Owens occa5ionally comes up with an observation that's right on the 
money. Such was the case rec:ently when he unloaded on self-styled 
"artist" Christo on the occasion of that huckster's much-ballyhooed 
opening of his $26 million umbrella project. 

"Maybe it's a case of the emperor's new clothes," said Owens, 
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Once Upon A Time In The Mountains ... 

For some reason nobody seemed to be going to town today. She 
walked more than two hours without seeing a single car. Normally 
almost anyone passing would slop and offer her a ride, especially 
since she was young and female. Also, because of that, there were 
several people that she'd just as soon not see, �n if it meant walking 
an extra hour ortwo. She'd never gone lo town by herself before, but 
she'd heard people say that you could generally count on the trip 
talcing two lo three hours if you were hitchhiking, unless you got a ride 
right away, in which case it was only about an hour. 

By now she'd descended nearly a thousand feet and the terrain 
was noticeably changed from the craggy outcroppings and sparse 
vegetation that characterized her own neighborhood. She'd traveled 
this road a thousand times by car, but she'd never been this far from 
home on foot before. There was more shade here, even some patches 
of green grass and creeks still showing a healthy flow of water. 

The houses along this .part of the road looked nicer, too. They 
were solidly built, most]y of redwood, distinguished by artistic linle 
flourishes. Most had large gardens. Alongside one house, two 
children played on a swing set and stared at the passing stranger. 

, Walking through this gentler land, Melissa fouoo herself feeling 
almost sentimental about the mountain. She remembered rain clouds 
hovering over the ridge tops like one of those ancient Chinese 
paintings, or the mornings she woke up shivering lo find the world 
buried under three feet of blinding white snow. There was swimming 
at the pond in the summer, and her imaginary friends who'd lived in 
the woods behind the house. 

And not everyone made such a mess of their lives as her parents 
did. Jenny Oberlin, for example; her parents grew pot, but they had 
a nice house and two cars and their kids all did well in school. And 
they were paying Jenny's way through college, too. 

Jenny had been her friend at school, one of her only friends, but 
Melissa wasn't allowed to visit her at home. Her father didn't like 
Jenny's parents, thought they were stuck-up intellectual snobs. But 
then that's what he thought about most people. The only ones he 
approved of were his drinking and doping buddies, the ones who were 
always sining around with him in the living room till three or four in 
the morning. 

Several of them had kids, and Melissa had been expected to be 
friends with them, but they were mostly into drugs, racing dirt bikes, 
watching TV and playing Nintendo. Melissa didn't like any of tl1ein, 
and would disapPear into the woods when they came over. 

By now it had to be almost 8:30, and still no one had driven by 

to offer her a ride. Less than two hours before she had to be in town. 
There was no way she could walk there in lime. Someone had to come. 

A rumbling sound, like that of a large truck, disturbed the thick 
morning heat. For a minute she was hopeful, but it turned out to be 
a CAMP helicopter. It appeared over the ridge, then meandered down 
the hillside in a crisscrossing pattern just above the trees. As it drew 
nearer, she could make out the faces of the men on board, young men, 
not much older than she was, dressed in camouflage fatigues and with 
automatic weapons slung over their backs. They spotted her, and the 
helicopter picked up speed and moved in her direction. 

It hovered overhead, low enough to ruffle her hair with the wind 
from its rotors. The men hung from the doorways and pointed and 
waved at her. She gave them the frnger, which only seemed to add to 
their enjoyment. 

Sh.e walked faster, and came to a spot where the road descended 
into a clump of woods. The helicopter couldn't safely follow her here, 
and returned to its search and desttoy mission. 

As its rumble subsided, she at last heard the sound of an 
approaching vehicle. She hoped it would be somebody who wouldn't 
harass her (a lot of men on the mountain seemed to think any girl over 
the age of 12 was fair game), but by this lime, she couldn't afford to 
be picky. 

A rusty brown truck drifted into view. What a relief. It was the 
hippie, the one who'd told her about third eyes. He wouldn't bother 
her. 

He almost didn't see her. She stood waiting for him to stop until 
she realized that he was staring straight allead as if in a trance. She 
almost had to jump in front of his truck to flag him down. 

The truck reeked of pot smoke. Melissa 'was funny about that. 
The smell of burning marijuana didn't always bother her� there were 
times, in fact, when it had a comforting, almost reassuring effect, like 
the sight of steamed up windows and tl1e crackle of a roaring fire on 
a desperately frozen morning. Usually, though, it meant her father and 
his stupid friends babbling some incoherent nonsense and blaming 
everyone in tlie· world but themselves for the fact that they had to 
spend d1eir lives in stinking tarpaper shacks s�ratching for a living out 
of the unforgiving ground, terrified lo death of anything resembling 
legal aud10rity. 

"Well, howdy Melissa," the hippie - she couldn't remember his 
name - was saying. "What are you doing so far from home?" 

She caught herself wondering how he could be so matter of fact, 
so nonchalant, while her whole life was swirling around her in a sickly 
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"but I just don't see where the art is." 
• This drew an irate telephone call from a very nice sounding lady
who identified herself as a member of the Palo Alto Art Commission.·

"We art people get so annoyed when outsiders make judgments 
that they're just not qualified to make," she said. "You wouldn't 
expect untrained people to be able to intelligently criticize a physics 
theory or a computer design, so why do they feel free to discuss art that 
they haven't been trained to understand?" 

Yes, in answer to your next question, I'm pretty sure she was 
serious. Such attitudes were prevalent in the 19th century, when the 
bourgeoisie often fretted about the danger of allowing the common 
people to observe art (or even to read) without the proper moral 
tutelage. 1be 20th century, however, has seen a general democrati
zation of culture (a bastardization, in the eyes of some diehard elitists), 
and it's usually no longer thought revolutionary to let people make up 
their own minds about what they like and don't like. 

But what it comes to wretched excesses like the Christo boon
doggle, you've got to have self-appointed "art people" explaining 
why such a massive squandering of money and energy on an essen
tially useless and ugly project should be considered "art" Otherwise 
any Joe Blow on the comer would take one look and say, "Get that 
junk out of my sight" 

Christo had to furl his giant umbrellas after one of them collapsed 
on a woman, killing her. A tragedy for her and her survivors, yes, but 
at least she didn't die in vain. But it's also tragic tl1at $26 million and 
the efforts of hundreds of misguided volunteers went into this folly. 
A common argument from Christo's supporters is that his real art lies 
in the "process" of gaining permits from the bureaucracy, interacting 
with the private landowners where lhe installation is to take place, and 
coordinating the efforts of the various workers and volunteers. 

But that "process" could just as well be put to some worthwhile 
purpose. There's no rule that art has to be useless, although that idea 
has steadily gained currency throughout the twentieth century. Why 
not, for instance, a $26 million homeless shelter featuring beautiful 
architecture and lovingly landscaped gardens? How would that be 
any less artful than 1300 disposable umbrellas that aren't even 
waterproof? To sum it up, Christo's "art" is not only stupid and ugly; 
it's an obscene waste of resources and a utterly insensitive slap in the 
face to the millions of people who don't even have a place to sleep or 
enough food to eat. 

Bill Graham: Thanks For Nothing 

The amount of crocodile tears flowing through the Bay Area 
following rock promoter Bill Grallam's death in a helicopter accident 
could have floated a small armada of yachts and lin10usines, the 
conveyances of preference for most of his mourners. 

I don't have any particular inclination to speak ill of the dead 
(though why not; they can't sue you, and unless there's an afterlife, 
they won't even get their feelings hurt), but fairness dictates tlmt 
Grallam not go to his grave wearing the unchallenged halo thrust upon 
him by the mainstream media. Because despite all Graham's good 
deeds and charitable contribution (and they were numerous), he was 
in many respects a very mean-spirited bastard. 

"Man, we were all outlaws in those days, and Bill took care of us, 
took care of business for us. We wouldn't be anywhere without him." 
So said Mickey Hart, one of the millionaires who were once part of tl1e 
hippie underground before, under the direction of Grallam, it turned 
into big business. Graham is being given credit for putting the San 
Francisco rock music scene on a sound footing. What he really did 

· was kill it, and replace it with plain old monopoly capitalism.
The "San Francisco Sound" was part and parcel of the counter

culture that grew and flourished in the Bay Area throughout the 1960s,
and it was characterized by creativity, spontaneity, and a profound
disinterest in the traditional music business. When Graham started
presenting j,ands like the Jefferson Airplane, the Grateful Dead, and 
Big Brother and the Holding Company, he at first preserved - perhaps
packaged would be a more appropriate term - this ethos and estl1etic.

But by the 1970s he had gained a stranglehold on the live concert 
business, at which point his influence became more of a stifling one. 

What further evidence is needed than to point to a music scene 
that in a space of twenty years managed to degenerate from the 
Airplane and the Dead to Huey Lewis and the News by way of Journey 
and the Steve Miller Band? It's understandable that Grallam and the 
generation he represented should display increasingly bland taste as 
it aged; what's less forgivable is the way he crowded out anything that 
didn't fit into his artistic agenda. 

It's widely, but by no means generally known that Grallam had 
what amounted to monopoly control over nearly every major concert 
venue in tile Bay Area In other words, no one could put on a show 
of any magnitude unless Grallam had first crack of it. The band 'lZ 
Top, for instance, had a falling out with Grallam, and as a result, 
weren't able to play locally for over a decade (one thing for which I 
personally am grateful to Grallam, but I digress). 

Look at concert prices. A night at the Fillmore in 1967 cost $3 
for tluee bands, and that price remained constant until at least the early 
70s, if my memory doesn't fail me. Adjusting for inflation, that means 
a typical concert price today should be in the $10-12 range. $20 is of 
course more common, not to mention astronomical "service" charges 
tacked on by tl1e BASS ticket agency, another Graham innovation. 
Grallam tried to blame high ticket prices on the escalating demands of 
the bands, but as the country's biggest single promoter, he had a great 
deal of influence that he could have used to rein in those demands. 
Instead he consistently used it to increase profits. 

Then there's tl1e matter of Grallam's own lifestyle. Maybe it's 
just me, but I have a difficult tiqie identifying with someone who's 
already a multimillionaire and yet is still obsessed with raking in as 
many more million bucks as possible. When does ambition cease to 
become admirable and instead take on the character of a disease? Arn 
I suppose to be enthralled with his walled Marin County estate, the 
way medieval peasants glowed witl1 pride because "their" lord was 
more gloriously arrayed than the lord of the neighboring manor? 

I have trouble enough feeling sympatlly for the self-centered 
y�ppies who clog up our streets and highways by insisting on driving 
tl1eir cars when tl1ey could walk or take public transit. What do you 
expect me to think about someone who routinely hops into a helicop
ter, which hogs something like four gallons of fuel for each mile it 
travels, just to run across tl1e bay and say hello to a friend? That's What 
Graham was doing tl1e night he met his demise, and not to belabor the 
point, but what kind of world would it be if everyone so profligately 
squandered resources for his or her own convenience? 

Is that nitpicking on my part? I don't tl1ink so. Personally, I'm 
sick of people being allowed, even encouraged to act like def acto
royalty just because tl1ey've managed to accumulate large sums of 
money. It runs directly counter to the egalitarian ideals on which ihis 
country is ostensibly founded. Those who've been fortunate enough 
to become rich should exemplify civic virtue, not wallow in self
indulgent splendor. 

Since everyone of a certain age seems to have a Bill Grallam 
story, I'll give you mine: There used to be a street kid on Telegraph 
Avenue named - I swear I'm not making tl1is up; it was 1969, 
remember - Groovy. He was literally a ragamuffin; his entire 
wardrobe was made out of rags tlrnt he'd found and sewn together. He 
had a nose ring twenty years before it became trendy, and was of 
decidedly uncertain gender. 

For some reason Bill Graham found Groovy unbearably distaste
ful. The staff at Winterland had standing orders to throw Groovy out 
of any show he turned up at The last time tl1e Rolling Stones played 
Winterland, Groovy had saved his money for weeks to come up with 
tl1e ticket price. He was hoping to lose himself in the crowd, and he 
did get past the door, but before he'd made it across the lobby, Grallam 
spoued him, and barked to one of his hefty bouncers, "Him! Out!" 

That was it Graham's goons picked him up and deposited him 
outside on the sidewalk. No refund No apology. No reason. 

Groovy died sometime in tl1e mid-70s. If there's any justice, 
he'll be watching the doors at the heavenly ballroom when Graham 
turns up and tries to crash the show. 
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v1510n. She shrugged her shoulders and grinned, then burst into tears. 
It didn't seem to faze him. He switched the truck's ignition off, 

right there in the middle of the road, and gestured for her to climb in. 
She did, composing herself pretty quickly as she remembered she 
barely knew ... Harold - that was his name. "Can ·you tell me what's 
going on?" he asked. 

"Do you know what time it is?" she countered. 
He looked out the window. at the sun for a moment, stroked his 

beard, and said, "I'd figure about ten till nine." 
"I've got to be in Willits in an hour and... Are you sure?" 
"Oh, I'd guess within five minutes or so. Anyway, shouldn't 

take more than a half hour to get to town, even as slow as I drive. 
What's your hurry, if you don't mind me asking?" 

"I'm catching a bus. I'm going to Berkeley." 
"Berkeley," he repeated, and then was silent for a long minute. 

He stared at the road ahead the same way he'd looked at the sm to 
calculate the time. 

"Quite a town, Berkeley," he finally said. "I used to live there 
myself." 

She said nothing, wondering if he was about to drift off into one 
of those long-winded reminiscences old hippies seemed so prone to. 

"In fact, I'd guess I was just about your age when I first got to. 
Berkeley. That was... But I haven't been there in twenty years, I 
guess. Must be a whole lot different now. What lxings you there?" 

'Tm going to the university." 
He looked at her with a respectful gravity that seemed half 

serious, half mocking. "The university. Lordy, lordy, Melissa, I 
always had you figured for a smart one, but boy, that is something. 
Your folks must be... But how come you're hitchhiking, then? 
Daddy's truck wouldn't start again?" 

"I don't have a daddy - a father - anymore. He told me he hopes 
I die in the goddam gutter." Between fitful starts and stops of sobbing, 
she told Harold the whole story. 

She half expecteo him to put his 8I1TI around her and assure her 
that everything would be all right But he just listened quietly. 
Eventually .he said, "Well, I guess we'd better get going if you're 
going to catch that bus." 

Neither of them said anything else until just before they reached 
the highway. Then Melissa suddenly asked, "Do you think I'm doing 
the right thing?" 

He looked at her quizzically. She couldn't tell if he was thinking 
or was just stoned. 

Finally he answered, "I guess there's nobody who can answer 
that question but you. I'll give you a ride to the bus station if you still 
want one." 

They were stopped at the bottom of the road. She looked at 
Highway 101, then back up the hill and the cloud of dust that hung in 
the air behind them. 

"Yes, I do." 
It was only about ten minutes into town. Harold told her about 

his own Berkeley days, about the peace marches and riots and 
concerts, and how after he saw the cops open fire on the crowd at 
People's Park, he'd hitchhiked north and never gone back. She only 
half listened. She'd heard enough hippie stories to last a lifetime. 

As her luck would have it, the only seat on the bus was in the 
middle of a group of young Deadheads in full tie-dye regalia. TI1ey 
invited her to come smoke pot with them when the bus stopped at 
Ukiah, and asked her if she had a ticket to the show they were going 
to. She tried to ignore them, tried to read her book. The smell of 
patchouli and marijuana surrounded her, overwhelmed her, until she 
thought she was going to be sick. It was if the mountain had followed 
her, as if it wciuld ahyays follow her. Finally at Santa Rosa she was 
able to move to the front of the bus. She fell asleep, and when she woke 
up, the bus was sitting in the terminal in Oakland. 

She'd been in San Francisco before, but she'd never seen 
anything like this except on TV. Ahnost all the people on the streets 
were black. Many of the buildings were empty or boarded up. A 
harri� lady with three children pulling at her skirts show� Melissa 

how to take the bus to Berkeley. 
For a while Melissa was the only white person on the bus. She 

didn't know whether to be scar� or fascinated. Nobody bothered her, 
though one young man stared intently. 

Everything had changed again by the time she got to the campus. 
Cars were lined up outside her dormitory, students and possessiom 
were piled up on the sidewalks, and parents and siblings buzzed 
around the edges like flies around a dungheap. Nobody noticed as 
Melissa, shouldering her duffel bag. edged through the crowd. Still, 
she felt terribly conspicuous. 

Her roommate proved to be a complete idiot Her name was 
Tiffany, for god's sake. Blonde, bubbly, and from Orange Comty; as 
far as Melissa· could tell, the high point of her life had been being 
chosen captain of her high school cheerleading squad. 

· "Uh, what do you mean, you didn't have electricity?" she asked,
when Melissa tried to explain what life was like in the mountains. 

"We had electricity, but only when we ran the generator. The 
power lines don't come up that far." 

· "That's really weird," was all Tiffany could say. She was
horrified to learn that Melissa had grown up without a telephone in the 
house. "How could you live like that?" 

It had never seemed that strange to Melissa, but already she was 
realizing how many things she was going to have to learn from 
scratch. She'd never made a long distance phone call, ridden on an 
elevator, or, for that matter, taken a bus before today. As Tiffany was 
unpacking her word processor, she looked dubiously over at Melissa's 
meager possessions. 

"How are you going to type your papers?" she wanted to know. 
"You should make your parents get you a computer." 

"Well, I don_'t really know how to use a computer anyway," said 
Melissa. "I guess I'll bave to write.my papers, just like I always did." 

"You don't know how to use a computer? Wliat kind of school 
did you go to? Anyway, this is college, you can't write papers out by 
hand." 

Melissa wondered if that were really true, and hoped she'd find 
someone else to ask. Tiffany talked on the phone for most of the 
evening to her boyfriend in southern California. Melissa tried to 
sleep, but by the time she drifted off for a couple hours, it was already 
gening light. 

Classes weren't due to start for another five days. Melissa 
wondered what fo do with herself. She found a bookstore on 
Telegraph Avenue where she could sit and read for hours. One night 
she fell asleep in a comer, and would have gotten locked in the store 
for the night if a clerk hadn't noticed her at the last minute. 

She spent as little time as possible in the dorm. It was unbearably 
loud there, and the kids seemed a lot less mature than she was 
expecting. They didn't seem much different from the kids she'd 
known in high school, the way they carried on about video games and 
hairstyles. She realized she'd had some fantasy about how they'd sit 
around talking about philosophy and art and science. Most of these 
kids seemed like they were only going to college because their parents 
expected them to. 

Melissa was used to being alone, but not in the midst of so many 
people. It seemed like wherever she went in Berke\ey there were 
people. One day she walked up into the hills, but even· there she kept 
running into joggers and hikers and weird people who looked as 
though they lived in the woods. 

It was hard to sleep at night, too, because it was always· so noisy 
outside. There were always sirens going off, and car horns honking, 
trucks driving by, people yelling or banging things together. She 
wondered how people who lived in the city all the time kept from 
going insane. Suddenly she realized that she was part of the city now 
too, because she no longer had anywhere else to go home to. 

She could hardly wait for classes to start, but when they finally 
did, her excitement quickly turned to horror. In each class she was 
handed a list of books she'd need. A quick tour of the bookstQre 
slDwed her the bill would come to at least $300. She hadn't received 
any money from financial aid yet, and she had less than $40 to her 
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name. 
On the verge of tears, she wandered through the crowds of 

chattering sbldents and out into the streets. At least half a dozen 
people asked her for money as she walked down Telegraph. Usually 
she felt bad if she didn't give them something, but today it was all she 
could do to keep from yelling "Leave me alone!" 

She saw a place called the Caffe Mediterraneum, and had a 
sudden impulse to go in. She didn't usually drink coffee, but she 
remembered reading in some book that there was as much education 
to be found in cafes as in classrooms. She stepped inside the door. 
Some people were reading books and magazines; others were having 
what looked to be serious discussions. She didn't know, though; most 
of them looked almost as old as her parents. 

Then she saw two girls her own age in line at the counter. She 
decided to stand behind them and order whatever they did But they 
asked for something in what sounded like a foreign language. Melissa 
quickly looked up at the menu. Everything seemed to be in Italian or 
Spanish or something. 

She was going to tum aroW1d and leave before the man at the 
COWlter could ask her what she wanted when a voice behind her said, 
"Don't worry about that junk. Just order coffee." 

It was a boy, about her age, she guessed, but it wa.s hard to tell. 
His hair was dyed. dayglo green in parts and black in others. He had 
a ring in his nose and several more in his ears. The left side of his 
mouth cwved upward in a sort of sarcastic sneer, but his brown eyes 
were as soft and gentle as any she'd ever seen. 

"Two coffees," he said over Melissa's shoulder. She realized 
she'd been staring. He realized, too. "I know I'm weird," he told her. 
"You look pretty fwmy, too. Do you want to sit upstairs?" 

Meli!& wasn't used to meeting strangers this way. But even if 
he was as weird as he looked, what harm could he do in the middle of 
a crowded cafe? "Sure," she answered. 

Danny was his name. He'd grown up in Berlceley, and to hear 
him talk, he hated college students. Pseudo-intellectual, spoiled 
middle-class brats, he called them at one poinL 

"I guess you don't think much of education," she venblred. 
"I think education is great," he retorted. "That's why I wouldn't 

set foot inside a college." 
She didn't want to tell him that she was a college student for fear 

he wouldn't want to talk to her anymore, but she let it slip out anyway. 
"I knew you were," he said "I don't hold it against you. Your 

parents have probably been brainwashing you since you were a littfe 
kid ab:>ut how you had to go to college." 

"Not exactly," she sllid, and told him the story of how she'd come 
to Berkeley 

"Wow, that's i:retty strange," he said. "So how are you going to 
live if your parents aren't supporting you?" 

"I'm supJX>sed to get financial aid But l don't have any money 
for books, so I don't know what I'm going to do now." 

"You're worried about that? I'll never understand how you guys 
are supposed to be so smart and you don't even know how to survive." 

"What do you mean?" 
"Look. tell me you seriously want to go to college, and I'll help. 

you. Do you?" 
She nodded. 
"Okay, look, you've got some money, right? Go down to the 

store and buy however many rooks you can afford. We'll go over to 
Kinko's and xerox them. Then you take the rooks back and tell them 
that you dropped those aasses so you're returning the books. Get your 
money back and buy some more rooks. It'll take a while and it's a pain 
in the ass, but It's better than paying hundreds of dollars that you don't 
have." 

"But wouldn't that be expensive to make all those copies?" she 
asked "Besides, I don't even know how to use a xerox machine." 

"My friend works there, so it's free. And I'll help you. Only 
thing is, he doesn't slart work till midnight. Are you up for it?" 

They made copies till three am., then walked around till dawn. 
She slept until noon and missed her first two classes. On the way to 

her 12:30 class she saw Danny sitting on the student union steps with 
a bunch of other punk-looking kids. 

"If you hate the university so much, how come you hang out 
here?" she asked. 

"Just looking for college kids to corrupt,". he answered cheer
fully. He was still sitting there when she came back from clll'>s, and 
they spent the rest of the day together. 

That was the way it .went all week, in fact. They didn't finish 
copying all her textbooks W1til Thursday. That night she stayed with 
Danny at his house in North Oakland. 

On Friday night he took her to a place called Gilman Street, It 
was a sort of warehouse down by the freeway in West Berkeley. She 
was used to Danny's looks by now, but some of the people at Gilman 
were really bizarre. And the bands, too. One of them was called Blatz., 
and it seemed like they spent more time throwing junk at the audience 
and yelling about stuff that didn't make any sense to her than they did 
playing music. 

The music was louder than anything she'd ever heard. At first 
it wa<, almost scary, but then she started realizing she liked the way it 
made her feel. She'd never really danced before, but almost without 
thinking she threw herself into the swirling mass of people in front of 
the stage. It wa.s as if she were swimming in the sea of her almost
forgotten childhood, the way the crowd carried her back and forth. At 
one point she looked up and saw that Danny was on stage singing with 
the band. She didn't understand why, but it didn't seem to matter. 

After the show Danny and Melissa and a whole bunch of people 
went to some warehouse in the worst part of Oakland. Melissa got 
drunk for the first time in her life. She kept feeling like she was 
making a fool of herself, but if she w�. nobody seemed to notice. ·1n 
fact nobody except Danny paid any attention to her at all, except for 
some guy who said, "Hey, I hear you're from Mendocino County. 
That's by Humboldt, isn't it? Do you know where to get any green 
bud?" 

On Monday morning Danny walked back to Melissa's dorm 
with her. "Do you want to see my room?" she asked. 

"Sure, why not." 
When they walked in, Tiffany was only half dressed. She stifled 

a scream, grabbed a towe� and fled down the hallway to the bathroom. 
When Melissa got back from class, Tiffany was waiting for her. 

So was the resident a<;sistant, the woman in charge of their corridor. 
Nancy Something-0r-0ther was her name, and she was saying, 

"Melissa, Tiffany tells me you brought a street person into the dorm 
this morning ... " 

Melissa stared at her,· speechless. 
"I know that this is your first time away from home and you're 

eager for new experiences, but you have to exercise some discretion. 
Berkeley is a big city, and you can't trust everyone you meet right 
away ... " 

Melissa had recovered enough to snap back: "He's not a street 
person, and you guys are pathetic." 

She stomped out, slammed the door, and went down to the Med 
for a couple hours. When she got back, there was a letter on her desk 
from the University. Oh great, she thought, now they're going to 
expel me because I brought a friend to my room. 

But it wasn't about what had happened that morning. If any
thing, it Wffi more serious. The Office of Financial Aid hadn't 
received the necessary forms signed by her parents; unless this 
siblation wa<, remedied immediately, her financial aid and her emoll
ment would be cancelled. 

Melissa had almost forgotten about her parents, especially her 
�tard of a father. Was he going to get his way after all? Never before 
in her life had she considered killing herself, but she swore she would 
before she'd go back home again. She could almost see him sitting .up 
there on the moW1tain laughing at her. 

To be continued. .. 
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Anybody know what happened to the trees on Telegraph Ave-· 
nue? They seem to be slightly dead. 

It's beginning to look a kit like ... 1933. The nwnber of beggars 
on Berkeley streets continues to multiply. .The latest trend is for the 
mendicant to sit or stand wordlessly, simply holding out a cup. That 
irir of defeatism is something we're more accustomed to seeing in 
third world cowitries where desperate poverty is not only endemic, 
but institutionalized. In other words, just as one might be a doctor or 
a bricklayer or a garbageman, one can be a beggar by r,rofession. 

With the exception of the Great Dqression, it's not something 
we've seen a lot of here in the United States. It's also sad to 
contemplate the diminished expectations expressed in the slandard 
plea for :•spare change." As my dad likes to point out, the Depression
era plea of "Brother, can you spare a dime?" would have to be updated 
to something like "Brother, can you spare two dollars?" in order to 
have kept pace with inflation. Yet you regularly see beggars groveling 
for a couple of coins that wouldn't come close to buying a cup of 
coffee. 

Anyone who has to regularly make their way through the streets 
of Berkeley can't help being affected Some try to ignore the problem, 
others give what they can. I've tried ooth approaches, and ooth leave 
me feeling bad. Like most low-income people, I can't afford to give 
to everyone, in fact not even to a fraction of those who ask. On top of 
that, I can't help noticing that some beggars are better, or at least more 
expensively, dressed than I am (I've seen some whose shoes cost more 
than my entire• wardrobe). And thirdly, I know some of them, 
especially the young, white ones of obviously middle class origin, 
coukl oo more productive things for themselves than scrounging on 
street corpers. 

From there, unfortunately, it's a short step into the standard (and 
heartless) right wing litany, "There are plenty of jobs, these people are 
just lazy ... , blah blah blah... Yes, I suppose there are jobs. In fact I 
notice that the local McDonald's is constantly looking for new grease 
jockeys at the princely sum of $4.25 an hour. 

·· But even assuming that someone who has no place to sleep but
the sidewalk and hasn't had a bath in two weeks can get hired as a food 
(the product which McDonald's at least nominally sells) handler, 
what are you going to do on $4.25 an hour? At the very least, half of 
it would go for rent, assuming the very unlikely assumption that you 
could come up with the first and last month's rent plus security 
deposit. You'd have to save every penny earned for at least the first 
month or two just to move into a room or studio apartment. Where do 
you sleep in the meantime? What do you eat? (I suppose you could 
nick some french fries when the boss wasn't looking.) 

In other words, why bother? Your chances of making it off the · 
streets via a minim4m wage job are not great, and even if you do 
succeed, what have you gained? A demeaning, dead-end, unfulfilling 
job that pays barely enough to live on. Why not opt for the streets?. At 
least you've still got your freedom. 

Which leads into the question that troubles many people: why are 
beggars so especially numerous in Berkeley? It's a tolerant place, 
true, though there are those who would like to see it become less so. 
But it's equally important to remember that poor people, however 
unsightly or annoying they might appear to the more fortunate, are 
people, too. They come IO Berkeley for the same reason anyone else 

does: it's a pleasant place to live. Good weather, rich culture, more 
capuccino joints per square yam than anywhere in the USA. .. 

I'm not trying to be facetious. Put yourself in their place. If you 
had nowhere to live, no money, no prospects, and had to find 
someplace IO hang out, where would you go? Concord? 

Berkeley is doing more IO help the homeless and destitute than 
most jtnisdictions, but there's only so much a relatively small city can 
do in the face of a problem that's national in scope. Federal 
government policies of ·the last ten years created the situation, and 
only a reversal of those policies can ultimately remedy it Instead, the 
Bush administration tries to convince us that by some strange fluke of 
nature tens, perhaps hundreds of thousands cif people have suddenly 
decided they would rather sleep in doorways and eat out of garbage 
cans because it's easier than working for a living. 

I heartily recommend that anyone who believes that spend a few 
weeks on the streets themselves and see how "easy" a life it is. What's 
particularly exasperating is the cold-blooded cynicism of the Repub
lican lawmakers. "Let all the homeless people go IO Berkeley and 
Frisco," I can almost hear them thinking, "those liberals out there will 
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feel too guilty not to help them, and it won't cost us a dime." 
And it's true, to an extenl Those who are most likely to give 

money to beggars may be rich in spirit, but not necessarily in 
pocketbook. Those who could most afford to give, on the other hand, 
rarely even set foot on the streets of Berkeley, and if they do, it's 
usually only to zip from their fancy European sedans into one of the 
city's upscale bars or restaurants. 

In the long term, we need a national policy that guarantees all 
citizens the right to not only a home, but an adequate income. Most 
of the western European countries do that, and it hasn't driven them 
to the poorhouse. In fact, Germany, Holland, Switz.erland, Swa:len 
and Denmark all have such a social system, and despite (or maybe 
because ot) that, all have a higher standard of living than we do. None 
of those countries have any significant problem with homelessness. 
In fact, no other major industriali7.ed coWIIIy suffers even a fraction 
of the homelessness and poverty we're experiencing here in the 
United States. 

In the short term,• give what you can, I suppose. But I'd also like 
to see the poor and homeless taking their pleas to the people who have 
the power to provide something more than short-term palliatives. In 
the 1930s, large numbers of poor people organized, took over what 
were then called relief offices, and demanded what was rightfully 
theirs. Within a few years . that pressure led · to the creation of 
unemployment insurance, social security, and a rudimentary welfare 
system. It worked in the last Depression; there's no reasop it shouldn't 
woik in this one as well. 

One of the reasons I can afford to go to school in Berkeley is the 
allegedly communistic plot called rent control. My room (with bath, 
but without cooking facilities) costs only $100 a month, about a third 
of what it would cost in a neighboring town. 

But that may not be true for much longer, thanks to the persistent 
. effms of greedy landlords, amoral yuppie lawyers, and one particu
larly contemptible sleazebag by the name of David Bryden. 

Bryden, with his three-piece getup and his smirking delight in 
making life miserable for poor people while making greater profits for 
rich people, is almost a caricalllre of the 1980s Donald Trump/ 
Michael Milken iconography of grand theft. He's also the new 
chairman of the Berkeley Rent Board, and is w;ing that position to 
undermine and, if he gets his way, ultimately destroy Berkeley's rent 
control law. 

Every time Bryden succeeds in gutting another provision of the 
law and hitting Berkeley tenants with another rent increase, he can be 
seen chortling with such delight that you'd think he'd just won the 
lottety or married off his daughter to an Arabian sheik. T h e 
thing is, he's not some maniacally twisted old Uriah Heep; he's a still 
young and handsome man who you'd think could find more fulfilling 
things to do with his life than kick poor people and students out of their 
homes to make room for real estate speculators. In fact,· the only other 
person I've seen take so much pl�ure in doing evil is the famously 
corrupt assistant District Attorney of Mendocino County, C. David 
Eyster, who come to think of it, even looks like Bryden. 

Two other principal villains in the anti-rent control saga are John 
and Dagmar Searle, part-time landlords who took the city of Berkeley 
to court over the rent control ordinance when they found they couldn't 
extort as much money as they'd like from the mostly student tenants 
of their apartment complex. They won their suit, hardly surprising 
when you consider that George Deukmejian had eight years to pack 
nearly every court in the state with tinpot Republican hacks. 

What especially galls me is that the Searles are not, as they tried 
to portray themselves, poor struggling landlords trying to make an 
honest buck and being oppressed out of business by the Stalinist 
Beikeley bureaucracy. They are in facl .. well, I can't think of any 
polite way to put it they're greedy parasitic scumbags who need more 
money about as much as I need another big toe. Mr. Searle is a 
professor at Cal (in the philosophy department, of all. things, teaching 
something called 'The Philosophy of Mind"), and his wife Hagmar, 
I mean Dagmar is a retired something-0r-0ther who made plenty of 

money in her time too. There's no reason they even need to get into 
the real estate business, let alone boost their profit margin. The fact 
that they're willing to see hundreds, perhaps even thousands of people 
lose their homes so they can make a few grand extra a year puts them 
in roughly the same moral universe inhabited by door-to-door con 
artists who fleece old ladies out of their life savings. 

I've long wondered, by the way, why politicians and business
men out there in mainstream America are so obsessed with Berkeley. 
It seems to drive them nuts that we persist in doing things a little 
differently here, that we haven't signed up en masse for America's 
headlong plunge into the New Daik Ages. 

Both the state and federal governments have been trying to undo 
our rent control laws for years; the state legislature did succeed in 
overturning our attempts at commercial rent control, making Berkeley 
safe for the encroaching chain stores and boutiques that are turning all 
of America into one unbroken maxi-mall. And every time a neighbor
ing city explores the possibility of its own rent control law, the real 
esta,e establishment and its lackeys warn, "You don't want to become 
another Beikeley, do you?" 

Similar cries of outrage can be heard over Beikeley's lack of 
enthusiasm for the private automobile. Suburbanites who come here 
in search of the culture and cuisine their own cities lack whine pitifully 
about how difficult it is to drive and park hereabouts. They can't 
comprehend our street barriers and our refusal to go along with , 
Caltrans plans to widen Interstate 80 to 72 lanes in each direction, and 
marvel at how deranged we Berkeley people must be for failing to 
sublimate our entire lives to the convenience of the almighty motorist. 

To be fair, not a few Berkeleyans feel the same way. One young 
man recently wrote in the Express about how angry he was that Milvia 
Street, "the only good, fast route to downtown," had been fitted with 
speed bumps and installed with curves to prevent idiots like himself 
from racing through residential neighborhoods on the fast track to 
nowhere. "I thought streets were supposed to be for cars," he moaned, 
"I guess I must have been born in the wrong city." 

And, of course, he was, for there's hardly another place in 
America where life doesn't revolve around the inalienable right to 
jump into one's personal smogmobile and barrel down. the road to any 
one of half a dozen 7-lls. Berkeley is a distinct anomaly. People here 
have deliberately chosen, both through the ballot box and, more 
importantly, through the way they live their lives, to try and do things 
a little differently. We don't.try to force our ways on other cities; why, 
then, are they so insistent on forcing our ways on us? 

The answer is obvious, of course: in their hearts they suspect 
we're not nearly as wacky as they try to paint us. In fact, they're 
terrified that not only does our more humanistic approach make sense, 
but that if we're allowed to persist in it, people in other places might 
start saying, "Hey, how come we don't have reasonable rents and sane 
transportation policies and a city government that represents people 
instead of corporations?" 

One last question: if Berkeley is so horrible, why do so many 
people want to live here? There's plenty of room, and 7-1 l s, out in 
Walnut Creek. 

Those concerned that Beikeley's KPFA might be turning into a 
left�wing version of the egregious KQED may have their fears 
confirmed by examining KPFA's palatial new headquarters on Martin 
Luther King near University. 

Granted I already have a grudge against the bourgeois comsymps 
(their working class lackeys, actually) for waking me up every 
morning at 7 o'clock for about a year during construction (I live across 
the street). But my irritation turned to distinct distaste when the 
erstwhile radicals hacked down a perfectly innocent tree because 
either a) it was blocking the view of the modified art deco fa� and 
the embossed KPFA logo, or b) they didn't want it dripping sap on 
their Volvos and BMWs. 

, The latter reason might not be as farfetched as it sounds. One of 
the los grandes quesos at KPFA (personalized license plate: 94KPFA1) 
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drives a fairly good-looking Mercedes which is regularly parked 
(illegally) in front of my house. We're used to yuppies from the hills 
and farther north in Berkeley hogging the parking places on our street 
· while patronizing the restaurants and shops on Shattuck and Univer
sity, but usually they collect $14 tickets if they overstay the two-hour
limit.

The KPF A Mercedes got a. couple tickets at first, leading me to
wonder if listener donations were being applied to pay them. But then
I noticed that the meter maids had stopped ticketing it. I asked one
why, and. she told me, "He comes out and wipes the chalk marks off
the tires. I can't do nothing about il" A Berkeley meter maid that
ineffectual w�uld be a marvel to behold, but on further questioning
she acknowledged that his being an important personage "at that radio
station over there" had something to do with his relative immunity.

Ah, Berkeley! In many American cities, working at a station as
left-wing as KPFA could invite targeting by the local death squad.
Here, it gets you unlimited free parking for your yupmobile.

B'ut setting facetiousness aside for the moment, isn't there some
kind of contradiction about Mr. KPFA driving his smog-belching,
greenhouse-warming, working class-exploiting Mercedes to down
town Berkeley en route to saving the earth and overthrowing the
government? Did he ever hear of walking, bicycle riding. public
transit, or practicing what you preach?

People involved in noble causes can and do rationalize their less
than exemplary personal conduct on the grounds that the great work
they're doing doesn't allow them the free time enjoyed by le�s
distinguished plebes who are expected to add an extra hour to theu
worlc days by taking public transit I'm sure Mr. KPFA would never
go on the air advocating that ordinary people drive their cars lo work.
But what's good for the common people is apparently not good
enough for him.

I was away during. last summer's People's.Parle riots. Come to 
think of it, I've been out of town during every People's Park riot, 
including the original one back in 1969. 

So maybe I shouldn't have an opinion on the subject, but I do 
anyway, even if it is a bit ambivalent. Essentially I think fighting over 
that sony bit of ground is useless; at the same time, I can't overlook 
the University's long history of criminality that created this no-wiI1 
situation. 

At the risk of rehashing something everyone should already 
know, People's Park wouldn't even exist if the University hadn't 
bulldozed a whole block of perfectly. good homes to get rid of the 
hippies and radicals who lived in many of them. That was back in 
1967, and everything that's happened since accrues directly, to 
borrow a phrase from the hippies, to· the University's bad karma. 

But the hippies, or whatever they call themselves nowadays. 
have to share some of the blame as well. Many of the radicals who 
fought in the streets in 1969 are now powerfully implanted 'in tlie 
Berlceley establishment, and it's at least partially tl1eir fault tl1at 
People's Park has been allowed to deteriorate into the last refuge of 
the most desperate and deranged members of our rapidly growing 
underclass. 

Yes, the University is by far the greatest villain. Its modified 
scorched earth policy of destroying or confiscating any iinproYements 
made to the Park ensures that not only will it remain unattractive to 
most potential users, but that · the crime and drug use allowed to 
flourish there will cause the majority of Berkeley citizens to accept 
any solution to the mess, even if it involves paving the whole tl1iI1g 
over for another campus parking lot. 

Today's small and unfortunately mostly impotent generation of 
radicals, constantly in search of an issue that might re-ignite the fervor 
of the OOs, naturally glommed onto People's Parle. Some of them are 
sincere - in fact I know and respect a number of them - but others, 
I'm afraid, are nearly as cynical as the University. In otl1er words, the 
Parle itself doesn't mean diddly, nor do the people who inhabit it. They 
just need something to fight over. . . . . People's Park was originally a postbve, creabve action. People

from a broad spectrum of the commw1ity staked out a piece of territory 
and constructed something beautiful on it. 1bey didn't set out to make 
a battlegrowid; that it became one wa� merely a tragic consequence 
of official stupidity and brutality. Today's activists, I'm afraid, are 
long on fighting 'and short on creating. Furthermore. we live in far 
more desperate times th/m the 1960s, and there are · issues far mo�e 
important than keeping the tattered remnants of a mostly symbolic 
dream alive. 

Those in search of an issue might do better to take the advice 
offered elsewhere in this column: organize an army of the homeless 

· and take over the welfare offices and tl1e federal buildings. Even if the
People's Park battle is ultimately won, a muddy patch of ground on
which to lay a blanket is no solution to poverty and homelessness.
Quit squabbling over images and turf and demand what's real and
vital for survival.

Some Words From The Editor 

Last issue of the Lookout might have looked sort of thrown 
togetl1er because it was. It consisted of bits and pieces of material that 
had been accumulating for a year and a half, and I finally felt an 
overwhelming need to get it out of the way. 

I hope this issue has a more complete feel; it does to me. This is 
the first time in a. long while that I not only feel comfortable writiI1g, 
but am actually enjoyiI1g it (well. most of the tune). Sometimes -
more often than not in the last couple years ··-- writiI1g has been like 
tl1e torture of the damned for me. 

'1liat said, I thought some readers might be curious about what 
I've been up to, since I haven't exactly been living a high profile life. 

· KMUD listeners will of course know that from spring I 989 until
spring. 1991 I was co-host of a_ Saturday afternoon punk music and
social commentary. radio show. 

-I lived in Arcata during the summer of I 990 while I was attending 
College of the Redwoods, and then I came down to Berkeley to finish 
my degree at the University of California. Yeah, I know·some of you 
thought I already knew everything, but I didn't 

Now I've got about three weeks to go before I attend my last 
college class (wiless I'm seized by some further form of madness and 
decide to get a graduate degree). I still have to write a thesis, which 
should be done by spring, about the need to replace the automobile 
with a national rail system as our principal means of transportation. 

In addition to that, Lookout Records, which David Hayes and I 
started iI1 1988 as (I thought) a hobby, ha� become a full-time job fm 
me and two other people. It's based in Berkeley now. and so am I most 
of tl1e time. 

Not that I've given up on the Emerald Tri,mgle. I still consider 
it my home, and I could happily live there, eitl1er in the mountains or 

· in Arcata. for the rest of my life. And I may do just that, too, if I can
work out how to do my job at Lookout Records from there (it's more
possible now tl1an it used to be because tl1e telephone liI1es finally
made it to my side of the mountain).

But the guys that work at Lookout, as well as nearly all the bands,
are based in tl1e Bay Area. And that's not the only problem.

I've been predicting for years that America was going fascist.
and now, unfortunately. my prediction seems to be coming true. The
next question is, what to do about it? Stay here and fight, or get out
while there's still tune?

Not a pleasant question to contemplate, is it? I suppose tl1ere's
still a chance that it won't be 1iecessary, that America will come to its
senses, elect some decent leaders, start taking care of its people and
tl1eir needs, start living up to its resp:msibilities iI1 the global commu-
nity. But I'm not too optimistic.

Anyway, that's where I'm at on this late November day in the fall
of 1991. The next issue of Lookout should be out in the spring. and
who knows where it will be comiI1g from. By the way, it's been eight
years now since the first issue. Thanks for. readmg.

Lawrence 
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It seems some people are tired of hearing about East Bay punk 
(witness our letters section), so we'll try and branch ciut a little and 
cover developments from other parts of the world (no, not from the 
West Bay; we haven't gotten tlUJJ liberal). 

• But my travels over the summer did show me that it is possible
Lo produce worthwhile music even if you don't live within the 
Alameda-Contra Costa Transit Disti:ict 
and the 510 area code (yeah, we finally 
got our own area code so we don't have 
to get lumped in with those 415 posers 
anymore). 

For instance, there's MAUDE,
hailing . from· Manchester and Ellington, 
Connecticut. Of course these boys would 
ahnost certainly be living in the East Bay 
if they were old enough to leave home, 
but since they 're not, they 're doing their 
best to spread some genuine culture on 
America's otherwise backward East 
CoasL Unfortunately they're constantly 
being hindered in their aspirations by 
being grounded for having bad grades, 
and of course they misspi a good deal of 
the summer season because drummer 
STEVE ''STIJD" DORE was at Boy 
Scout camp (he claims his mom made 
him go, but we hear otherwise). But 
they're young, cute, and one of them 
actually knows how to play his instru
ment, so we foresee great things for them. 
Besides, they cover a LOOKOUTS song, 
which shows their hearts (if not their 
brains) are in the right place. 

rehOshit ripoff who owns the STONE, the OMNI, and ONE STEP
BEYOND (where "alternative" bands ALICE DONUT and 
VICfIM'S FAMILY are playing even as I write), and who help; 
finance his cocaine habit by stealing equipment from gullible teenage 
bands who think they'll be able to further their "careers" by paying to 
play at one of his sleazepits� the English grindcore comedy act had 

to play third bill (and in very small print, yet) 
to those intelligent satan worshippers 
SEPULTURA and SACRED REICH.
Anyway, look, I just contradicted myself 
and wrote something about the Frisco 
"scene."" 

Speaking of which, almost everyone 
seems to grasp that this Ea.st-West Bay ri
valry thing is a big joke, everyone, that is, 
except for certain dyspeptic West Bay 
scenesters. And even though I had some 
criticisms of EPICENTER in issue #35, I 
thought I emphasized that overall I thought 
the Frisco record store-cum-community
center was a great thing. Apparently I didn't 
emphasize it enough, though, as you'll see if 
you check out the letters column, so let me try 
again: Epicenter is rad. Mega-rad Everyone 
who volunteers there should get at least l((X) 
extra punk points, and as .soon as I work out 
another scam Lo get free BART tickets, I 
promise to go there at least once a week and 
hang ouL No, ( won't promise to buy any 
records, at least not until someone either. buys 
me a new record player or fixes the one that 
CHRIS APPELCORE broke. 

I finally made it to Gilman East, aka 
ABC NO RIO where I saw a triumphant 
perfo1mance by our own FILTH on one 
of the hottest days of the year. ABC 
shows take place in a barely lit basement 
which is about the size of the Gilman 
snack bar, and the Filth show concluded 
appropriately enough with what I'm told 
is a regular occurrence: the sewer pipes 
from the upstairs bathroom let loose a 
torrent of toilet water over the band. They 
didn't seem to notice. 

The big difference between ABC 
NO RIO and Gilman is that you can drink 
beer at ABC. Not that people don't al 

Josh Ex-Kinko's wailing with· 
Bumblescrump 

Appelcore, by the way, made a light
ning quick visit Lo his old Southern Humboldt 
stomping grounds, the only evidence being 
the "I Heart Chris Appelcore" graffiti on the 
condom machine in the ba throom a t  
TREATS. Although the Boy Blunder tried 
manfully Lo disguise his handwriting, his 
cartooni.sh scribble was immediately identi
fied by most obseivers. Cornered, Appelcore 
sheepishly admitted the act of gratuitous 
v'andalism, rationalizing that "No one else 
would have written iL" Which isn't what we 
hear. 

Other Appelcore news: the budding 

Gilman, of course, but here they still have to do it somewhat secretly. 
Another difference is that ABC ha, a backyard where you can sit until 
the brats in the tenements next door start bombing you with water · 
balloons. Which wasn't so bad on a hot July day, but must not be too 
pleasant in January. 

NAPALM DEATH came to Frisco in August. which I figured 
would be a big deal for some people even if I personally find them 
about as interesting as guzzling a pitcher full of broken glass while 
having my skull bored open with a pneumatic jackhammer. Bur 
surprise, even in the wann. wonderful world of bloodsucker 
metalmonger JOHN NADY (the multimillionaire scumfaced 70s 

scenester has, much to the relief of roommates 
and neighbors, abandoned his efforts to play drums for the North 
Oakland jazz fusion quartet BUMBLESCRUMP, and will concen
trate instead of the lead lipsync and/or singing chores. Replacing him 
on skins was supposed be the multifaceted EGGPLAi'IIT, who also 
doesn't know how Lo play drums, but it turned out Lo be ERNST from 
JACK ACID, currently on a US tour, which means we have at least 
a brief respite from Bumblescrump. Appelcorc hasn't. by the way, 
abandoned his campaign to become Filth's new drummer (TOBY
quit after the band's summer tour of tl1e US). Other Filth news: we 
hear that JAKE greatly concerned that while Filth is out of action, 
much of their thunder. not to mention their "fans," if any, are being 
stolen by SCHERZO. who under the leadership of JONI'l.'Y
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''PUNKASFUK" SCARBABYSHIT, have transformed themselves 
into an all-Filth cover band 

Oh, but here we are getting rugged down again in the East Bay. 
Let's move north, to lovely McKinleyville, a cultural oasis that lies a 
few miles nonh of Arcata. The folks at NIGHT TRAIN PRODUC
TIONS, who have been kicked out of or banned from nearly every 

venue in Northern Humroldt County put on a couple. shows there at 
the Grange Hall (that's a place where farmers hang out, for the 
information of all our city slicker readers). running into the usual 
problems with rednecks and heshers, and it's rumored that their next 
show will have to take place somewhere in southern Oregon. In July 
FIFI'EEN and GREEN DAY played up there, p-ompting these 
comments from the local entertainment monthly Edge City (the name 
is arout 49 times hipper than the mag): "Fifteen kill-your-mom
throw-a-lrick-through-the window music served as a wondrous out
let for the band and the audience's frustrations." More knowledgeable 
observers are of course aware that Fifteen are hippie love children 
whose lyrics focus almost exclusively on peace, brotherhood, and 
God, and who put a picture of Martin Luther King on the cover of their 
first record. 

Slightly more accurate, if no less turgid, was: "Mohawk prin
cesses fell lo their knees in worship of the next band, Green Day. 
These roys with magenta hair, nose rings, and sloshed up flannels (?) 
are living fashion anc:' music icons lo many. Green Day played a rock 
star set of about half an hour; they sang arout doggy (?) love and pretty 
girls they liked in high school." Yeah, I guess that about covers it, 
although I heard a tape of the show, and it was arout the most 
godawful I've ever heard Green Day sound. Oh, and where do all 
these "mohawk princesses" keep themselves when I'm in No. Hwn
boldt? 

Still in Arcata, the fabulous DUKES OF BURL may or may not 
have gone into abeyance depeqding on whether or not JON ''QUflTY'' 
QUITINER ever comes back from Olympia. Also, ONE MAN 
RUNNING, who I like to think of as the North State's answer to 
SEWER TROUT, have been playing some garage or front yard every 

time I've been in Arcata this fall. They have a cul on the new Lookout 

Nuisance used to be from Humboldt 

compilation, while the Dukes have been immortalized on DAVID 
HAYES' Very Small World double LP. Even newer Arcata sensa
tions include STUDENTS FROM MARIN, with lead singer chores 
being manhandled by GAGE, aka POWER CHORD, who sings as 

if he recently gave himself a tonsillectomy with a chain saw. I keep 
telling everyone in Arcata that SFM are my favorite band in town, but 
everyone looks at me like they don't believe me, including Gage 
himself. I mean it, man! Also moshing hard in A-town: GARDEN 
WEASEL, whose lead yeller JUSTIN was the gruffest gargler on the 
Nonh Coast until Gage jumped into the fray. Actually, what just oc
curred to me is that the two band should merge, with Gage and Justin 
trading lead vocals A la NEUROSIS. 

The other big Humroldt new: the emergence of the E-'lown 
(that's Eureka 
to you, bub) HCERPTS F"RO!ll HOT tJf.W t3LOCK80�'1"ER!! 
scene, which is HENRI{ 
threatening to ROLLINS eclipse the en- REMtNISCE.S trenched Ar- foNDI..,, otJ cata posers the VARtoOS same way the 
East Bay did to pEOfLE HES 
tired old BEATEN To 
Frisco. Hey, Pr BLOODY 
E. ureka, E.as t PULP !! 
Bay: cosmick, 
huh? Just like 
l,aytonville, lookout, Livermore. Bands keep popping up (and 
popping down); the latest, at least at this date, is PLACEBO EF
FECf, featuring BRIAN SPINAS (say it fast a couple times). who 
recently published the first issue of Tommy Turban fanzine. Also 
bursting forth from the burgeoning E-town literary scene: Point Spot 
from CHRIS GAMBIN, and a very impressive mini-zine called 
OH..ORINE (in honor of the Eureka pulp mills' favorite poison gas), 
the work of peripatetic and newly tattooed scenester LEUMAS 
NONNED. 

But don't give up on Arcata yel Summer h-ought us the first two 
issues of Finskr, courtesy of major league chyx ERIN and KJ. And 
the A-ville scene can never truly die as long ·as they have the East 
Bay's favorite expatriate AL SOBRANTE, who's not in a band 
himself, but who in addilipn to running his free bicycle repair service, 
has appointed himself manager of the. new "nicepunk" band JUDY 
AND THE LODIS (sp.?). A band which, by the way, I've never 
gotten to hear, since the Arcata scene seems to have dichotomized into 
the nicepunk and the harshpunk factions, and I only get invited to 
harshpunk events, despite my being very nice indeed It must be that 
my disreputable companions have soiled my reputation. 

Oh, wait, one more bit of important Arcata news: regular shows 
are happening again, at, of all places, Angelo's Pizza Parlor on H 
.Street. Or at least they are at this writing. The last one I attended was 
a real hellpit. Being Halloween night, the place was (over)packed 
with heshers and HSU jocks playing pWlk-for-a-night, and midnight 
saw the arrival of, not the Great Pumpkin, but the Arcata Police, who 
arrested a couple guys for assault amidst a near-riotous situation 
(near-riotous for Humroldt, that is; in other words, people stopped 
puffmg on their joints long enough to say, "Whoa, dude, that's really 
fucked up'). 

As it turned out, tlie police weren't there to bust up the show (a 
first for A-town, I believe), but on legitimate business: the guys they 
busted had just attacked some hapless character on the Arcata Memorial 
Clearcut, I mean Plaza. Then the cops left with their Jrisoners, and the 

. show continued, as if a bunch of people gathered together to listen and 
and dance to music as if it were the most normal thing in the world 
Like I said, a first for Arcata. 

SLEEP, formerly ASBESTOS DEATH, who have an LP 
(+CNCD - you add it up) coming up on Very Small, may not have 
been aware that the,re,is already w1 English band of the same name with 
at least two records out. Well, now they are. 

Not content with their most triwnphant tour of the USA (trium
phant except for when they left all their money in a bag on the front 
seat of their van in New Orleans and got it ripped off), GREEN DAY 
sropped into town just long enough to finish their new album (called 
Kerplunk!) and then headed off for a two month tour of Europe. Next 
stop, Japan? 
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Without the avid support of numerous punks over the last ten 
yean; HENRY ROLLINS, fonner lead singer for BLACK FLAG, 
would undoubtedly still be lifting weights and penning self-indulgent 
poetry in well-deserved obscurity instead of opening shows for ma
jor label rock star junkies like JANE'S ADDICDON and doing blue 
jeans (or was it black underpants?) commercials for The Gap. So what 
does Henry think about punk rock? Check out this interview quote 
from Mean Streets, a Riverside County (CA) music tabloid: 
Q. [Weren't you] heavily involved in the early punk movement?
Henry: Movement? The only movement I'm into is bowel movement.
Mine. I don't acknowledge any movement, nor am I into punk rock.

The East Bay Express's GINA ARNOLD really outdid herself 
this time, straight-facedly comparing FUGAZI to JESUS CHRIST. 
It's lDlderstandable why Fugazi might have that effect on her; it's hard 
not to admire their strict adherence to principle, their commitment to 
maintaining control over their own art, and their readiness, indeed 
eagerness to speak out on any social or political issues they feel need 
to be aired. 

But while Gina's gushing over Fugazi was a pleasant change 
from her normal weekly raves about the latest major label "alterna
tive" pap being unloaded upon us (for a long time I was convinced she 
was secretly employed as Warner Brothers chief flack for college
rock specialists THE REPLACEMENfS), it's kind of ironic that 
she's almost systematically ignored dozens of other bands, many of 
them local, who operate along the same lines as Fugaz� and in some 
cases play better music to boot. Oh well, it only took Gina three years 
or so to discover Fugazi. Maybe by the year 2(XX) she'll notice 
GREEN DAY. 

STOP 1HE PRESSES: GINA ARNOLD update!!! Perhaps we 
are witnessing a momentous conversion. Although Gina CO!ltinues to 
tout the Replacements and grovel at the altar of major label product, 
she's also continuing to delve further into the arcane world of punk · 
rock. Who should turn up in a recent column (all in one item) but 
THATCHER ON ACID, GIIMAN STREET, and Maximum 
Rocknroll. The gist was that Thatcher were good, that they were 
playing at Gilman Street, and that Maximum Rocknroll (read: TIM 
YOHANNNAN) had refused to review their record because it "wasn't 
punk." This latter, Gina concluded, constituted a good recommenda
tion for Thatcher, which was probably the punkest thing I've ever 
heard her say, and with which I agree wholeheartedly. 

What's scary, though, is that Gina's colwnn was the first time I'd 
heard the Thatcher/MRR rip. Am I going to have to start scanning the 
Express for my punk rock gossip? 

I did see Fugazi myself in Oakland August 31 at a place (the 
Scottish Rite Temple) that resembled a Vienna opera house and was 
packed with (according to Gina) 1600 fans. I was impressed by the 
spectacle of it alL but the music left me distinctly underwhelmed. I 
wasn't alone in that assessment; almost everyone I knew echoed some 
version of, "I like everything about them but their music." (I thought 
I was terribly clever for thinking up that line, but minutes after I did, 
I ran into CAMMIE from the YEASTIE GIRLZ and she told me, 
"That's what TIM (YOHANNAN) always says.) 

But yeah, no matter how much I admire IAN and the boys (and 
no matter how egalitarian they play it, there's no getting around the 
fact that they wouldn't be a fraction of their mega-selves without Ian), 
their music too often gets pompous, pretentious, and self-consciously 
artsy. And their constant stop-and-start tempo changes make it a 
chore to dance to. For polemical disco, I distinctly prefer CHUM-

..... BA W AMBA. And for good old melodic punk rock, GREEN DAY 
or BAD RELIGION are worlds. ahead. 

I was perusing the pages of Flipside and Maximum R�knroll 
recently and started becoming irritated by the number of allegedly 
"punk" or "alternative" labels who charge $12 or more for CDs, when 
in fact, other labels like Lookout and Dischord make an excellent 
profit selling CDs for $8. Flipside Records has even gone them one 
better, selling CDs for $7. 

Not only that, but some of these "punk" or "alternative" labels 
charge more for their vinyl records than Lookout and Dischord do for 
their CDs. What gives? 

Coincidentally, or maybe not so coincidentally, I learned at 
about the same time that many of these so-called ''.independent" labels 
are hardly independent at all. Take Nemesis (please), for example. 
You know, "Nemesis Knows Hardcore," blah blah ... 

Well, I don't know about hardcore, but Nemesis sure knows how 
to cranlc out the bucks, charging $9 for LPs and $12 for CDs. But more 
importantly, Nemesis isn't even an independent label it all; it's a 
subsidimy of Cargo Records, which is a semi-major label run by a 47 
year-old Hassidic Jew who doesn't even listen to punk rock, in fact 
hates the stuff. 

Saw a lamppost flier for yet another show by ''HR", the old 
"vocalist" for the BAD BRAINS (the "Brains"' new singer, believe 
it or don't, is CHUCK MOSLEY, the guy who got axed from FAITH 
NO MORE just before the Frisco boys went mega-platinum). 
Anyway, as you may know, "HR." stands (allegedly) for "Human 
Rights", something which annoys me no end eveiy time I see or hear 
anything about this Bible-thumping Rastafarian bigot. 

Why? Because while HR talks a good game (as long as he keep; 
to pious generalities), human rights as far as he's concerned are 
limited IO homophobic black male Rastafarian religious fanatics. If 
you're part of the approximately 99% of humanity that falls into some 
other categoiy, tough luck, sucker. 

And while I'm on the subject, let me deliver just one more diss 
lo the religion of "Jah Love," which except• for its advocacy of 
cannabis use and its linkage with reggae music (some of which I 
appreciate), is as twisted and evil as any Christian or Muslim death 
cult. Why legions of whitebread suburban young folks suck this crap 
up is still a mysteiy to me. Kids, you can smoke pot and dance to 
reggae without subscribing lo the moronic and barbarous principles 
of the misogynist Rastaman religion. Really. 

Strange and depressing news: that CRINGER, after years of 
laboring in obscurity (well-deserved, some meanies claim), is about 
to break up just when they're starting to enjoy some (well-deserved, 
in my opinion) success. "We realized we'd been playing the same two 
or three songs for six years," said singer/guitarist LANCE HAHN (he 
and bassist/occasional vocalist GARDNER FUSHillARA started 
the band back in Hawaii, then relocated to Los Angeles and San 
Francisco successively). But Lance, I don't know if you noticed, 
almost eveiy band, punk or not, sings the same two or three songs. 
Actually, most bands ate lucky to have that many. Like BAD 
RELIGION, for example, what do they have? "Fast" and "slow." 
Doesn't stop them from being one of the best bands in the world. Or 
RJGAZI? "Emo" ai1d "More Emo." 

Assuming Cringer don't change their mincl(s), their last show 
will be sometime in November. Although it didn't work out, we were 
hoping they could play at the October 20 marathon benefit show that 
Lookout Records put together for Gilman Street in an attempt to get 
Gilman caught up (or even ahead) on its rent for the first time in a 
couple years. The landlord ixomised to buy eveiything ever put out 
by Lookout Records if we succeeded. 

Ten bands contributed their efforts, namely the WYNONA 
RIDERS, BLATZ, FIFTEEN; SCHERZO, MONSULA, VA
GRMTS, MR. T EXPERIENCE, 1''UISANCE, GREEN DAY, 
and SAMIAM. Despite their valiant efforl5, nature threw us a curve 
in the form of the giant East Bay fire, which ignited a couple hours 
before showtime, closing down BART and Highway 24 and putting 
a big dent in anendance. Stil� we managed to raise $2374, a little over 
a month's rent. That, along with FUGAZl's generous donation of all 
the money from their sold-out Gilman show, the Maximum Rocknroll 
"bootleg" re-release of Turn It Around to benefit Gilman, and bands 
like SAiWAM giving back the money they would have been paid for 
shows should mean that Gilman will be with us for a while yet. 

DA YID HAYES' Very Small World double LP compilation is 
finally out, featuring •a collection of some brilliant, some not-so, 
performances by California bands. On it he pays tribute to Lookout 
staff artists CHRISSER and PAT by crediting them with designing 
the back cover when in fact they had nothing to do with it except of 
course tl1eir seminal (in tl1e Biblical sense as well) influence on all 
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punk art of the last several years. Chrisser and Pat plan to return the 
compliment by calling their own even-longer-delayed compilation 
TIU! Thing Thal Ate David. 

One curious thing about "Very Small World": on the back David 
takes pains to state "Not available on MC (cassette), CD, DAT, etc.'� 
with the clear (it seems to me) implication that there .is something 
suspect about those technologies. Yet at the same time Dave is 
moving his no longer very small reconl business jnto cassettes · and 
CDs, as well as hooking up with the very professional Revolver 
distribution network. Is it only not punk when other people do it, 
Dave? · 

· Anyway, it's 3 o'clock in the morning and I just got back from 
a GREEN DAY show at the Phoenix Theater up in Peta1wna. They · 
played a lot of stuff from their new album, and the crowd was going 
wild, at one point completely taking over the stage and stopping the 

. show. But that's not unusual with Green Day; what was unusual was 
the degree of assholeism practiced by the other band on the bill, a kind 
of joke-funk band called DISCIPL� OF ED that few people outside 
Sonoma County have heanl of. 

But in their own. minds, Disciples of Ed are the next RED HOT 
CHILI PEPPERS (instead of the 647th bad imitation of that already 
mediocre band) and deserving of full star treatment They had their 
goons clear out the entire backstage area because they didn't want to 
have to rub shoulders with anything resembling a_hwnan beirig. They 
had Green Day booted out, even though Green Day probably hought 
half the crowd and are an infinitely better band. There's got to be 
something in a funk beat that breeds stupidity. The crowd was the 
worst I'd ever seen at the Phoenix too, the kind of whitelxead 
gangbanger wannabees that you see hanging out . in front of Burger 
Kings in hick towns all across America. Well, one thing you've got 
to admit, Disciples of Ed and their fans are well matched. 

I, 

LUCKY DOG, who roadied for Green Day on their recent US 
tour stood off to the side of the stage making sarcastic remarks as only 
an East Bayer can do. He was still fuming about an incident the 
previous night when he, JAKE FILTH, and some other pwlk fux 
showed up at the Big House on 54th Street; the one that's been acting 
as de facto headquartets of the scene. They were toting some forties, 
and since the front door was unlocked, just let themselves in and 
started slamming (the forties, that is). 

What happened next, as the Dog recounted in shock and honor, 
was that somebody came stomping down from upstairs claiming the 
fux were making·too much-noise. "He ·said," reports the Dog, "and I 

quote: 'This ·isn't a punk house."' The Dog of course left little doubt 
that he had ever thought otherwise. but he seemed satisfied that he had 
gotten someone to admit it 

Also bad news for the not so lucky Dog: the legendary 7th Street 
Warehouse is now kaput Somebody flipped out and complained to 
the fire marshall and as a result, about 20 punks are (well, maybe not 
literally) out on the streets. While it lasted, 7th Street was the scene 
of several shows, much drunkenness and drug abuse, a spate of 
sexually transmitted diseases, and enough punkness to fill several 
adjoining states. Perhaps the most memorable night was the show at 
which GENERATOR was supposed to make its debut (Generator 
was the short-lived project of MATT and L1Nf from OPERATION 
IVY and MIKE, of FANG, CAPITOL PUNISHMENT, and 
BWNDIE'S). 

Maybe two bands got to play (one was the HORNY MORMONS 
from Sacramento, who show a strong SEWER TROUT influence but 
also fcnow how to play their instruments) before the cops showed up. 
It was the most Oakland police cars I'd seen in one place since the riots 
of the· 1960s. Seventeen of them, each ftlled with snarling, violent 
officas, were judged necessaiy to tell some punks to turn off the 
music and go home. At first I was a little shocked at what seemed like 
overkill, but then I realized that since the Oakland police have 
succeeded in eliminating all violent street crime, they no longer have 
much to do at night You can't blame the boys for wanting .a little 
excitement (let's not be sexist here; there were some girl cops too). 

Oh yeah, GENERA TOR: they played a few - eight or ten at most 
- shows and broke up. MATT and UNf are already talking about a
new band. There ·are varying reports on whether Matt will be joining
MOC again for their next European tour. Yes, that's right, MDC. 
DA VE is back from truck driving school, re-installed at the 
RATHOUSE, and things are more like they are now than they ever 
were.

A reunion we could probably do without: 7 SECONDS, after 
KEVIN's new band flopped ignominiously. On a more positive note, 
the reformed BUZZCOCKS have done a couple of US tours, and 
most reports say they were brilliant. Unfortunately, I don't know, 
because they've been mostly playing oveq,rioed cheese venues. In 

· Frisco they played the (over 21 only) I-BEAM for 16 smackeroos. 
The money I might be able to rationalize, but the idea of putting up
with all the old farts in the audience (even if some of them are only half
my age) was more than I could bear . 

G.G. ALLIN came and went with less notice than usual being 
taken. Whatever fascination he holds for certain allegedly alternative 
lypes continues to elude me. The most charitable thing I can say about 
d1e man is that he's a truly pathetic figure, but not as pathetic as the 
voyeurs whose own lives are so barren that they derive some satisfac
tion from watching an obviously disturbed individual injure and 
degrade himself. 

Yeah, it's a free country, and I don't believe in censorship. But 
I'd like to ask G.G.'s defenders, some of whom seem quite reasonable 
and intelligent otherwise, how they can rationalize away his abuse and 
torture of a woman in Michigan, for which he was locked up for two 
years. "The bitch deserved it," was Allin's only explanation when he 
was interviewed on KALX by MEL CHEPLOWITZ of Shredder 
Records. 

Cheplowitz, to his discredit, didn't challenge that line of reason
ing at all, choosing instead to give Allin an open forum to rant and 
promote himsdf like a l O ye.ar-old who has just discovered that swear . 
words have the power to upset adults. It was incongruous to hear 
Cheplowitz, best known as a purveyor of pleasant, if innocuous pop
pwik, playing the· fawning sycophant to Allin'.s big bad mouth. 

But what's up, art fags and intellectuals? Is G.G. Allin allowed 
to beat and torture women because he's an "artist?'' If some onlinary 
schmuck off the street had done what Allin did to that woman, would 
you be rushing to defend him, and cheering when he got out 9f jail? 
I didn't d1ink so. But just remember, when he does something similar 
to your girlfriend or your mother or wife, or you; he's an artist, man. 

P.S. It's my distinct feeling d1at if Allin carries through on his 
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threat/promise to commit suicide on stage next October, he'll take a 
significant portion of the audience with him. (This is not an original 
idea; see John Waters' Female Trouble for reference.) I sttongly 
recommend that all truly devoted G.G. fam be there for that grand 
finale. 

Late news: a brouhaha at BLACKLISf/EPICENTER, where 
the aforementioned. MEL, a long-time and sttongly committed volun
teer, wanted to carry a new G.G. ALLIN video, and the majority of 
volunteers didn't. "That's censorship," cried Mel. Well, I wa11t _to 
know why Epicenter doesn't carry any BEEGEFS records. Isn't that 
censorship too? 

Poor JEFF BALE. One of the co-founders of Maximum

Roe/enroll, he's rapidly turning into the Collier and Horowitz of punk 
rock (C&H were 60s radicals who later 'recanted and joined the 
Reagan revolution.) In a recent MRR column, he joins in the PC 
hysteria that. the right wing media have cooked up. Bale, along with 
the likes of George Will, Patrick Buchanan. and Dartmoulh Review 
goon squadder Dinesh D'Souza, is convinced that our universities are 
in the hands of raving left wing lunatics who won't let decent 
godfearing young Americans express an opinion that runs counter to 
the Marxist-Leninist-homo-enviro-femynist line. Funny, though, I 
go to the same school Bale does, and I've heard every sort of opinion 
expressed by both professors and students, including many even to the 
right of Bale. 

By the way, just to prove that I haven't had my brain taken over 
by the PC crowd, did you know that it's possible to insult women and 
homosexuals and still be PC? Just spell your epithets with a "y", e.g.: 
chyk, bytch, faggyt, quyr. 

After Bale gets through discrediting himself intellectually and 
politically, he turns · his blunderbuss on the rich field of music 
criticism. Like Joel Selvin at the Chronicle or Phil Elwood at the 
Examiner, he spends most of his energy lamenting how today's bands 
just don't measure up to those of the good old days. Bale's bete noire 
is "wimpiness;" today's music, as· he, Bob Seger, and numerous other 
60s refugees have lamented, just ain't got that same soul, the kind that 
invites you to get obnoxiously drunk, spill beer on someone, and then 
kick them in the teeth if they complain. That's what punk is really 
about, he asserts; not real violence, but going right to the edge of 
violence. Of course there's always football, ·and you don't have to 
give up music either, Jeff; I hear Cal has a really good marching band 
this year. 

Bale on "wimpy" East Bay punk: "The DW ARVF.S are more 
punk than a hundred GREEN DAY clones." 

Livermore on "manly" West Bay retro-rock: 'The DWARVF.S 
are pathetic, boring old hippie farts, and so are most bf their fans." 

Jeff Bale update: Just as the Lookout was going to press, the new 
issue of MRR hit the stands with a new load of Bale's incisive 
commentary. For instance: there are similarities between new Su
preme Court sleaze CLARENCE THOMAS and MALCOLM X,
people who aren't turned on by the blood-spattered girls on the cover 
of the DWARVF.S LP are sexually reJiessed PC punks (worse than 
that, they're "late-blooming," whatever that means), anti-<:hoice SOs 
jazz bwnout NAT HENTOFF is "one of this country's greatest civil 
libertarians," and the new NIRVANA album is truly "awesome." 

. 
' 

For an opposing view on Nirvana, we turn to Lookout Records 
staffer Pat H.: 'They sound like tomato soup." And from Chris A.: 
"With mushy saltine crackers." 

Despite such occasional voices of sanity, the hype over the 
Seattle 70s revivalists (a redundancy if there ever was one) has 
reached unbearable proportions. Listen to GINA ARNOLD (yeah, 
I know, just when we'd hoped she was finally approaching conscious
ness): "You didn't think you were going to get to the end of the year 
without me finding some opportunity to pontificate at length about the 
importance (emphasis added) of the fact that Nirvana's new LP has 
sold 326,(XX) copies in· four weeks, did you?" 

Oh, no, Gina, we didn't, since you haven't missed an opportunity 
to pontificate every time any band that was ever played on college 
radio hit the mainstream charts. But the fact that you practically have 

orgasms because multi-zillionaire scumbag DAVID GEFFEN will 
add a few million more bucks to his already obscene riches on the 
strength of this latest rock sensation does make one wonder how 
empty your own life must be. 

Gina went through the same ecstatic contortions when R.E.M.
went to #1 or whatever it was they went to. It's as if she considers it 
a personal victoiy every time her own bad taste is vindicated by 
millions of other gullible consumers. Either that or she's getting a 
royalty check for every unit of mainstream product she and her 
colleagues manage to legitimii.e as "alternative." 

Oops, sorry, did I say ''product?" I must have erred, because •a 
careful re-reading of Gina's column reveals that "ultimately, Nirvana 
is art, not product - the kind of music that pushes the limits of what kids 
can understand." Gina, if that's the limit of what the kids you know 
can understand, I suggest you find some new kids . to hang out Or 
maybe New Kids, because ultimately that's exactly what Nirvana is: 
New Kids for the Postie Generation. 

What Nirvana is decidedly not is anything rem(?tely to do with 
punk, despite what several sloppy journalists looking for a novel angle 
would have you believe. "Punk at Heart" wac; the the half-ignorant/ 
half-dishonest title hung on the Bay Guardian review of the band's 
recent Frisco show by Jason Fine. Fine, who also misinterprets and 
distorts musical trends for the Daily Cal, is, like Arnold, a major label 
flack wannabe, who isn't interested in any band until it's ready to be 
mass-marketed, and whose knowledge of punk doesn't extend past 
the early 1980s. 

If he knew or cared anything about punk, other than as a 
marketing concept, he'd know that ROCK bands like Nirvana, 
Soundgarden, Mudhoney, Red Hot Chili Peppers, Sister Doub\e 
Happiness, Fishbone, Jane's Addiction, L7, Tad, etc., ad nauseam, are 
precisely what punk originally rebelled against And he'd also know 
that right under his snobby nose, the East Bay hac; in the last five years 
produced at least a doi.en bands with far more creativity, talent, and 
integrity than any of the above-named losers. One last word, and I'll 
shut up: if you doubt me, just clip out this article and put it away for 
about five more years. Then pull it out and see if people like Gina 
Arnold and Jason Fine aren't gushing wildly over the "latest" under
ground sensations, i.e., today's punk bands that you've already been 
reading about in the Lookout for years. Of course by then it won't 
matter, because there will be newer and better bands that Arnold and 
Fine will be just as assiduously ignoring. 

Why, by the way, do I call major label mogul DAVID GEFFEN
a "scumbag?" Probably because no better insult occurs to me at the 
moment Specifically, it's this: Geffen, � is well known, is homosex
ual, yet he markets the blatantly homophobic GUNS AND ROSFS.
It's like a Jew doing P.R. for Hitler. And if you think that's overstating 
the case, drink about tins: every year in the USA there are tens, 
possibly hundreds of thousands of assaults on gay people, ranging 
from verbal abuse to murder. The great majority of them are carried 
out by hyperactive male teenagers insecure about their own sexuality, 
in other words, typical Guns and Roses fans. 

If at least some of them haven't been egged on by the reprehensible 
AXL ROSE singing about his hatred for "faggots," I'd be greatly 
surprised. Why am I so sure? Because I can remember being a 
hyperactive male teenager insecure about my own sexuality, that's 
why, and I can remember the power of both peer Jiessure and popular 
music to influence my own behavior. And as for the reality of people 
dying as a result, I'll never forget a 16 year-old kid I once knew who
was beaten to death by a gang of teenagers who perceived him 
(incorrectly, in fact, not that it matters) as being homosexual. 

Of course none of this matters to David Geffen, who's raking in 
many millions of dollars from peddling Gw1s and Roses' brand of 
)>igotry. He goes everywhere in limousines, and lives in a well
guarded mansion. He doesn't have to worry about getting called 
"faggot" or getting bottles tossed at him or being jumped by a gang 
anned with baseball bats when he walks down the street. The money 
that he's made as a media whore protects !rim, but for the millions of 
boys and men who don't conform to Ax.I Rose's standards of mascu
linity, it's another story. Many of them will suffer, and some of them 
will die because people like David Geffen have no integrity and no 
shame. 

L 
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The San Francisco Examiner's BARRY WALTERS, himself 
openly gay, has also joined the ranks of fervent G&R apologists. Yes, 
Walters admits, he is troubled by their fagbashing sentiments, but 
besides that, dude, they rock. Well, aside from the fact that somebody's 
ability to "rock" does not accrue to the favorable side of my own 
esthetic balance sheet, I prefer not to separate .artistic merit from 
morality. In other wOlds, no matter how well produced, composed, 
or played a piece of music is, if it implicitly or explicitly advocates 

, bigotry or intolerance or violence or just plain ignorance, it's still a 
piece of shit to me. 

And that goes not just for what's in the music itself: but also for 
what the artist says and does in hi.s,1ter personal life. Now that style 
and appearance and attitude have as much to do with success in the pop 
music world as the music itself, I don't see how you can separate them. 
If someone records only innocuous love songs, but in interviews and 
private life repeatedly makes remades showing his contempt for 
women or his sympathies for George Bush, I'm not going to hear him 
crooning "I love you" without also hearing "I hate women" and "I'm 
stupid." 

The ability to aimpartmentalize, to separate individual aspects 
of art (or science) from the whole, is one of the more pernicious 
aspects of modern civilization. It's an outgrowth of the division of 
labor, of the age of specializa
tion. It explains how an 
Auschwitz death camp guard 
can come home from work 
and be a perfectly loving hus
band and father. It explains 
how a charming, urbane sci
en\ist who loves opera and 
Mastezpiece Theatre can spend 
his daytimes developing genn I 
warfare toxins or triggers for 
MX missiles. He's just doing 
his job. Nothing personal, you 
understand. 

insights into the Great Black Hope. CHUCK D., the brains and mouth 
behind PE, is a reasonably talented and articulate guy. As such he's 
as entitled as anyone to be a pop star. He's worked hard to get where 
he is, and no doubt deserves the success he's enjo)ling. But that's 
where it stops. When Oargely white) commentators portray him as a 
towering intellect and a spokesperson for a whole generation of black 
people, they not only dangerously distort reality, buf they insult 
millions of African-Americans who are less flamboyant but hell of 
smarter. 

If I were a black man, I'd be deeply offended to hear some 
pompous, clueless white intellectual declare that Chuck D. (not to 
mention a couple of the more serious bows in his band) is speaking 
for me. It's the equivalent of a black writer announcing that Ax! Rose 
is the voice of white people. 

Writers of all colors have been bending over backward to justify 
and rationaiize the excesses of rap. Racism and sexism are ugly and 
dangerous, regardless of whether wielded by the oppressor or the 
oppressed. When ICE CUBE drops lines about the white devil 
coming after "his" African women, and about the .uglineAs of "white 
bitches" (also a favorite theme with SPIKE LEE lately), its not only 
racist and misogynist, it's just plain stupid. Public Enemy slinging the 
word "faggot" around in a rap is no different from some ignorant· redneck hollering "nigger." 

I think the reason so many 
white intellectuals suck up this 
stuff· is partly sadomasochis
tic -I'm reminded of a story 
BRUCE ANDERSON re
cently told about a 1970 Peace 
and Freedom Party conven
tion where white liberals 
applauded as a black militant 
promised to "cut your white 
throats" - and partly a subtle, 
but persistent fbrm of racism. 

Oh, you might argue, 
that's serious stuff; we're just 
talking about pop music here, 
for chris.. But you'd be 
vay naive, because pop music 
represents, along with film and 
television, one of the most 
important art forms of the 
twentieth centwy. We've been 
conditioned to accept, even 
take for granted such ludicrous 
atrocities as the Cold War, 

Hey Gina, this guy once had an 
emotional conversation with Ian! 

To accept and glorify some 
of the tripe tossed up by many 
rap artists -or even, as Ber
man does, to turn it into High 
Art - is a kind of intellectual 
affirmative action, one that 
implies, "Well, we know these 
black people aren't as smart 
as we are, so ·this is probably 
the best we can expect out of 
them." As a result, more in
telligent and aeative black 
artists are squeezed out of the 

institutionalized nicism, the inherent superiority of anyone who has 
money than we do by having those images paraded across our 
television screens until we can neither see nor think straight So too 
do the attitudes and manners expressed in rock and roll · music 
permeate our conscious and unconscious minds until we can hardly 
separate them from our own. 

And if you still think pop music is just the fluff that accumulates 
in the spin dryer of modern culture, check out MARSHALL 
BERMAN's pondero� essay on hip-hop sensations PUBLIC EN
EMY in the October 22 issue of the Village Voice. Not only are Chuck 
and PE "exemplary modernists," Berman opines (''modernist" repre
senting in Berman's lexicon the absolute pinnacle of cultural achieve
ment), but they "have made a breakthrough that is something like 
PICASSO's in painting. ELIOT's _and POUND's in poetry, 
FAULKNER's and JOYCE's in the novel, PARKER's in jazz." 

Yo, Marshall! You left out SHA�PEARE! Oh, never mind, 
he's here, too, along with ROUSSEAU, NIETZSCHE, 
BAUDELAIRE, FREUD, MISHIMA, DOSTOYEVSKI, SO
CRATFS, and AXL ROSE. If you think Berman's just another 
pretentious rock critic paid by the inch and angling for a sinecure at 
Rolllng Stone, guess again. He's a distinguished author, and Jl"Ofes
sor at New York State University. 

He's also full of shit, but then so are numerous well-intentioned 
white liberals who've turned an okay rap group with a handful of good 

marketplace - unless, like Public Enemy, McHAMMER (sic), 
NW A, and a host of others, they learn to sing and dance for the white 
folks. 

The tragic thing is that young blacks and whites increasingly see 
only one image of black culture - one that ironically is fed to· them 
by an almost completely white-conlrolled media. All over America 
you can see white kids in their Raiders caps and their gangbanger 
jackets, trying to copy the black style that their TV has told them is The 
Real Thing. What's truly weird is that you've got young black people 
doing the same thing. 

Except for the wildly implausible Cosby show (implausible if 
only because it's impossible to believe any human being could be such 
an insufferably smarmy asshole), we see almost no images of blacks 
doing things other than selling drugs, having gang wars, snatching 
gold chains, or pushing basketballs through hoops in exchange for 
millions of dollars of merchandising contracts. Role models, anyone'! 

It's no wonder, ultimately, that Chuck D. has been so successful. 
As dumb and irresponsible as he can be, at least he gives the 
appearance of being able to call his own shots. To that extent, good 
for him. But come on, both white and black America We Cl!fl do 
better than that. 
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LIVE THE CHAOS THEORY: 

. A FILTHOSOPHICAL TREATISE 
Special to the Lookout from 

Professor Otto zum Beispiel, Scheiflburger UniversiJaJ 

In the history of this fuct planet of ours, lrumanity has existed as 
merely a passing ill.5tanl in the gossamer breeze of eternity ....,. a blink 
of the eye of infinity. In this relatively short span of time, however, 
what wonders has humanity found! Since humankind first evolved 
from the primordial ooze, its driving force has always been curiosity 
and a quest for knowledge. This is what drove the visionaries of 
ancient Mesopotamia to erect mound temples called "ziggurats" in 
hopes of moving closer to the gods. This is what later drove Frederich
Nietzsche and his ilk to look away from the gods and turn inward to 
find the answers. lbis is what drove Henry David Thoreau to immerse 
himself in nature. there hoping to commune with infinity and the 
absolute. And this is what drives the smart punx of today. 

Many smart punx have come and gone in the days since the Cro
Mags first moshed forth from their caves in the north of France, near 
Cibe-Gibe, but few have exemplified 
the concept as does a band called 
FILTH. In this essay, we will look at 
this paragon of punkdom from two 
sides - their dabblings in the physi
cal sciences and their fully developed 
transcendental philosophy / theology. 

Again exemplifying "smart 
punk," FILTH seems to be on the cusp 
of one of the latest trends in physics, 
with their statement., "Live the chaos." 
This trend is, of tourse, "chaos the
ory." Chaos theory dictates that in 
some systems, it is impossible to pre
dict an ordered chain of events. 1he • 
most common example of this is the 
weather. Until now, mathematics has 
always calculated along a linear sys
tem; if a faucet is dripping, it will 
follow a linear flow of drip-drip, drip
drip, drip-drip. If a faucet is running, 
however, there are water molecules 
flying everywhere - a fuel situation 
to be sure, and one that cannot be 
calculated along a linear system. This 
is "chaos." 1he same holds true for the weather. Weathermen (sic) 
cannot predict the weather with any accuracy more than a few days in 
advance because of chaos theory. In a system in which there are so 
many factors acting of their own volition, it is impossible to predict 
when a butterfly in Africa will beat its wings, causing, weeks later, a 
1yphocm in the South Pacific. 

FILTH has shown amazing insight in applying this new theory 
to everyday life. "Live the chaos." Human life is a series of pen ended 
·situations, none of which can be predicted with any accuracy, due to
the chaotic system in which we Jive. If that fukr George Bush is going 
to vacation at Camp David from the fourth to the seventh of this 
month, it seems that one would be able to predict with some accuracy 
that he would not be in the White House or his house in Kennebunk
port, Maine from the fourth to .the seventh of this month. However, 
if he forgets the dog, or his wife, he may have to go back to the White 
House to gel them, of if a butterfly in Manitoba, Canada flaps its 
wings, it could shift the high pressure zone south. thus causing a storm 
at Camp David. prompting the President to vacation in Maine. This 
is "chaos," and so it is with our everyday lives. For example, one 
might not be big on pit activity, but one might be moved enough by 
the ultra-violence of the pit action during FIL TH at ABC NO-RlO to 
enter the pit and mock the perpetrators of the violence by silly dancing 

or aping them, and one might have fun. In such a chaotic system as 
a pit, however, with bodies flying everywhere, it would be impossible 
for one to predict with any accuracy who one might anger by his or her 
mocking, or where the next fist might c.ome from, landing in one's 
eye, and thus ending the fun - CHAOS! Something that everyone 
lives every second of every day and so eloquently expressed in 
FILTH's statement, "Live the chaos." 

While riding the crest of a new wave of physical theory, FIL TH 
has also found a new and beautiful way to express an ancient but time
less ideal, that of the transcendent nature of the universe. The theory 
that the universe is, in actuality, one living entity, present and timeless 
in the eternal now, the c.osmic sigh of "om," reached its first deline
ation in the .word� of the Upanishads a"4 Lao-tzu. It was .not until Walt 
Whitman, though, that this wonderful idea was truly brought down to 
an identifiable level. When Whitman began bearing the standard of 
transcendentalism, he managed to shift the focus from grandiose 
dreams of a godhead to the most mundane and gruesome aspects of 
life without changing the meaning of the scene as a whole. 

life and sheer poetic genius. 

FlL TH, it seems, has re
ceived Whitman's standard and takes 
it to new levels. Their statement., 
"You are shit," brings the idea of a 
transcendental nature down to a gut 
level and makes it accessible, even 
to Javier from BORN AGAIN$T. 
111is statement says, "Let's get right 
down to the basics. Skip the talk of 
a beautiful soul leaving an ugly body 
at death and talk about shit! Talk 
about beautiful waste leaving a beau
tiful body and see it as beautiful! 
And know that it works and that it 
perpetuates the cycle of life and death. 
It becomes part of the earth. It be
comes part of me. It is shit This is 
shit I am shit. You are shit And 
isn't it wonderful? We work! And 
we are all each and all the eternal 
oversoul the absolute one! And 
we are shit!" It is possible that with 
tlus statement, FIL TH m11y even 
surpass Whitman in understanding 

It is evident that.in all the world of punkdom there are few groups 
that can rival ALTH in their claim as the undisputed leaders of a 
generation of smart punx. Perhaps only THE MANACLED (N.Y.) 
has had a greater grasp on the concept of "shit," but no one has proved 
to be such renaissance men (sic) as FILTH - smart punx to the core! 
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